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THE kaiser put the
fight "germ" in. Germany; will the allies
be able to knock It
out?

.

TELEGRAPH SERVICE

24, 1914.
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CARRANZA-TAKE-

HIMSELF TOO
SERIOUSLY
THINKS EVERYBODY IN MEXICO
SHOULD TAKE ORDERS FROM
HIM

CONVENTION

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

RUSSIANS GAIN UPPER HAND IN'
FIGHTING IN EASTERN THEATER
OF WAR, EMBARRASSING TEUTONS
IN

FRENCH-BELGIA-

N

CAMPAIGN

London, Oct. 24. Superlatives have closer to the positions and
been so frequently used la the at- Fiench sorties are failing.

I
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tempts to describe the engagements
of the present war that the emphasis
or such terms as "more desperate,"
"violent" and "crucial" has been
weakened by daily use; but today, as
though by mutual agreement, ,hotb
Gorman and British newspapers characterize the conflict along the front
from Lille in France, to the Belgian
seaboard as the greatest struggle of
all.'
Germans are Reinforced
London newspapers were quick to
seize the suggestion of a German military expert as cabled here from Berlin that this is the crucial conflict of
the whole camaign, and whether this
he so or not, It is contended that the
outcome is likely to decide the future
of German operations in France.
of 600,000 men pre said
to have been rushed to the German
r.fht wing, and it seems no exagger-- '
ation to say that these operations
shall be the supreme effort of the invaders to break through the allies'
line.
Aircraft Enter Conflict
Being denied the use of warships,
which have been rendering good service for the allies, Germany is said to
be throwing her air craft and particularly the Zeppelins, more and more
into the fray, and news dispatches relate that the operations of Zeppelins
have been- - a marked feature of the
tofighting to the southwest of Ostend
ward which, sea port troops of France,
Mngland and Belgium are said to he
.working their way.
Relative Positions not Known
This in brief is a broad view of the
situation in France and Belgium from
the English standpoint. 'Which side
has the advantage is not known except to the general staffs of the opposing armies. All the public will
know, beyond something unseen as a
catastrophe to one anny or the other,
will be that the terrific duel near the
Belgian coast has continued, and that
one Bide was pushed back at one
piace only to advance in another, as
wa explained in the; official communication Issued in Paris last night.
Russians Have Upper Hand
That the Russians, generally speaking, continue to hold the upper hand
in the eastern arena of the war Is
the gist of most of the dispatches
reaching London, and accepting tills as
true, England thinks that the putting
of Germany on the defensive in this
territory will prevent her from transferring any forces to the western
arena.
More Fighting at Verdun
The French forts at Verdun came to
Iho fore
today as a result of
news from German sources to the effect that Gorman forces are drawing

that the

London newspapers are treating as
significant the withdrawal of German troops from Antwerp and Brussels, hut these movements would appear to bo only part of Germany's plan
of reinforcing her. fighting line.

The Paris Statement
Paris, Oct. 24. The. official com
munication given out at the war office
this afternoon says the Germans have
made progress to the north of DIx- raude and in the vicinity of La Bassee,
but that the French have made ma
terial advances to the west of Nieu- port, in the region of Langemarck and
between Armentieres and Lille.
The text of the communication Is
as follows:
"The battle continues on our left
wing. The enemy has made progress
to the north of Dixmude and in the
vicinity of La Bassee. We have made
perceptible advances to the east of
Nleuport, in the region of Langemarck
and in the region between Armen
tieres and Lille. It Is a question of
inevitable fluctuations in the line of
combat, which, however, maintains itself as a whole.
"On the rest of the front, several
German attacks by day and by night.
have been repulsed. At various plac
es we have made slight progress. In
the Woevre district our advance has
continued in tne direction or ami m
the forest of Mort Mar to the south
of Thlacourt and the foresjof Mont
Mar, north of
"Russia: The Germans are re- tretreating to the south of Warsaw as
well as to the west of Ivangorod
and Nova Alexandria where desper
ate fighting continued in Galicia on
the gandomir front. At Przemysl the
Russians have taken 2,000 Austrians
;
prisoners."
French Refuse Armistice
comParis, Oct . 24
ment on the present situation was
made this afternoon by the military
authorities of Paris as follows:
"It is proper again to call to (he
public attention that faith should not
be (placed in the official bulletins of
the German general staff. A bulletin
given out by this staff alleges that our
attacks on the heights to the south
of Thiaucourt were repulsed with considerable losses to our men.
"As a matter of fact our offensive
in this direction found it impossible
to maintain itself at all the points won
in the course of this advance movement; nevertheless we were successful in retaining, as a whole, the major
part of the terrain which our offensive
movement had succeeded in taking.
Semi-offici-

(Contluued on Pag

Five)

NO MATTER VHAT RESULT

Two months ago today the British began its retreat from Mens. Today the battered forces of Sir John French are 50 miles to ths northeast of
Mons. In the intervening (jeriod the impetuous German advance penetrated almost to the gates of Paris, only to be hurled back again ii the crucial
battle of the Marne, and now the hostile forces are deadkc'Crtd 50 miles to
"
northwest of Mons.
little new light on the course1 of the battle. On
throw
Today's reports
the fighting on the plains of Flanders, in the opinion alike of German and
French and British observers, depends in large measure the outcome of

the whole campaign.
The French official statement indicates with what intensity the opposing forces are contesting the issue. It is admitted that the Germans have
advanced to the north of Dixmunde and in the neighborhood of LaBassee,
but as a counter stroke, it Is said, the French have pushed forward near
Nieuport, in the region of Langemarck and between Armentieres and Lille.
These, in the language of the French war office are "inestimable fluctuations of a contest waged so fiercely." The war office contented itself
with the statement that the line of combat as a whole has been maintained.
Over the .remainder of the tong battlefront the deadlock continued.
Slight progress is claimed by the French at various points in the Woeyre
district, but the general positions of the opposing forcd !, are changed in
no important particular.
Regarding the situation in the east there is, as heretofore, a conflict
of clajims. The French war office asserts that the Germans are falling
back to the south of Warsaw, as well as to the west of Ivangorod. Advices from Russian and Austrian sources agree that one of the bitterest
battles of the war Is in progress along the River San. An official Austrian statement reports the repulses of Russians. Dispatches from Petro-grahowever, state that the Austrian assault was repulsed by vigorous
counter attacks of the Russians.
In the monotonous routine of official statements and technical details
of the fighting was Injected a picturesque touch by the report at Tokio
of Vice Admiral Kato, verifying the German claim to another audacious
feat of the seas. The vice admiral admitted that It apparently was a Ger.
man torpedo boat destroyer and not a mine which sunk the Japanese
cruiser Takachiho on October 17. As the cruiser sank the men went to
their death with the chorus of the Japanese anthem on their lips.
v

iTDIUFTEHNOON
FILIBUSTER IS GIVEN UP BY THE
SOUTHERN COTTON
MEMBERS

Washington, Oct. 24. The Ststy-t- l
ird congress ended today when both
he uses adopted resolutions to adjourn
at
p. m. to the December session
The filibuster of 'southern members

frr legislation to relieve the. cotton
situation collapsed at the last
after holding up adjournment
mn-int-

three days.
Immediately after it reassembled at
2 o'clock the house passe the resclu
lion to adjourn at 4 p. m. by a vote
of 56 to 27.
Vhe senate then 'ilso passed the
for the 4 o'clock adjournment,
arret Loth houses marked time f
the
citek to record tin hour.
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PROVISIONAL
SENTS ITS

WAR MAY DE, GERMANY WILL NOT
zapata
VIOLATE MONROE DOCTRINE, HER

Washington, Oct. 21. The German
ambassador, Count von Bernstorff
eaid today that early in the European
war he had assured ihe United States
overnment. that whatever the out
come of the conflict, Germany would
respect the Monroe doctrine.
Count von Bernstorff said he had
iled. with the state department on
September 3, Boon after his arrival in
(hit; country from Berlin, a written of
f!c!al statement that Germany would
not infringe on the Monrote doctrine
no matter what the outcome of the

var.
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WHEN THEY ARRIVE THE SESSIONS WILL BE RENEWED,
ACCORDING TO PLAN

AMBASSADOR TELLS WASHINGTON

Mexico City, Oct. 24The Aguas
Calientes convention has recessed
temporarily, pending the arrival of
the Zapata delegates, according to unTakachiho, was run on the China official
reports received here today.
coast at a point 60 miles to the south
The convention has issued orders t
of Tsing Tau. The Chinese took posseveral military men, and this action
session, but the Japanese came along was looked
upon as offensive by Car
by sea and drove the Chinese away.
who expected all chiefs to re
ranza,
Ilerr von Maltzan, the Gorman minorders Issued by himself.
ister at Peklngj has" protested to the cognize only
foreign office against the interning of
crew by China; contending
the
mat mo umnese government ttas per
mitted Japanese soldiers to land on
her territory without taking them under arrest.
S--

BflinsiruKA
party

Victories In Bosnia
Amsterdam, Oct. 24 (By way ol
London). A dispatch from Vienna
brings the following official announcement by the Austrian government under date of October 23:
"Strong Servian and Montenegrin
forces which had penetrated the southeastern frontier districts in East Bosnia that were without offensive works
were defeated on October 22, after a
severe battle lasting three days, in
the region ofNokro, and forced to retreat hastily.
"Details will follow later as the
results are not known now. The rt
of the battle was signed by Ordnance Master Potiorez."

mim

7'he German ambassador said that
GERMANS AT OSTEND KILL AS
this assurance had first been given in
SAILANTS AND CAPTURE
fernally in a conversation with one
A MACHINE GUN
of the officials of the state department.
He could Jiot recall whether it was
London, Oct. 24. A dispatch to the
Secretary Bryan or Counsellor LanNews from Dunkirk .gives
Evening
sing. Mr. Lansing said today the asheretofore unpublished details of the
surances had not been given to him
bombardment of the Germans on the
and that he did not know if Secretary
coast of Belgium by British monitors.
Bryan, now in the west seaklng in
The admiralty has stated previously
the congressional campaign had been
that the British naval loss was slight
and the correspondent sustaining tM
ELEVEN DROWNED ANUi so assured.
The ambassador said the statement
says that only one ship was damaged,
wat made because of statements from
but adds that the landing party which
various English sources that Germany,
2,600
the admiralty statement refers to as
if successful, would not respect the
going ashore with a machine gun suf
Mcnroe doctrine and doubtless would
fered) severely, losing a lieutenant
FLOODS IN TEXAS DO TERRIBLE
attempt great colonization schemes In
and a number of men who were pick- DAMAGE; .: RELIEF , FOR
'
South. America.
Pleased
Is
ed off by German sharpshooters. Ths- Petrograd
'8UFFERER3
24
The ambassador Bald" that he later
Oct.
London).
(via
Petrograd,
gun waa of necessity abandoned ami
matter In writing.
Petrograd is aglow with official re- - nly a handful of the Britishers got
San Antonio, Texas, Oct. 24. Relief put the
ports of the recent successes of the
to their ship.
work among destitute sufferers from
Given Up
Submarine
Russian army, the repulse of the Ger- The correspondent states that tha
yesterday's flood along Sail Pedro and
Lodon, Oct. 24. The admiralty, mans at Warsaw and in the vicinity Germans placed guns in gaps between
Alasan creeks, In which 11 persons
the press bureau, issued today of Ivangorod fresh captures of- - prls- - houses alons- the'shor, adding:
through
were drowned and 2,000 made home
a list of officers and men on the Brit oners, and the precipitate flight of tne
"The British ships steamed down
less, was w'ell under way today.
Ish submarine , with the statement Austrians.
iff
coast at full speed, giving tha
the
200
were
houses
swept away
Nearly
that it Is feared no. hope for the safety
The military authorities, however, Germans their starboard guns. Thea
and the property, loss was estimated at
of the submarine can now be
instead of resting in a sense of ee- - they turned and came back, letting
The
between $150,000 and $200,000.
'
or magnifying the importance their port guns. By the time they
flood was confined to the low lands,
Official advices under date of Os- - of the German retreat, are preparing next came
by tne German guns were
where the poorer classes lived. Sev
tober 20 stated that the British sub now for the anticipated attempt of silent and an ambulance had nrp-weral persons were still missing today,
marine E--3 was sunk on Sunday, Octo- the Germans to resume the aggres- ed and was picking up the ieml
and it was feared the death list might
ber 18, by German warships in the sive. Hence, Russian reinforcements wounded. '
be increased.
North sea.
and ammunition trains are streaming
toward Warsaw and Ivangosteadily
OSTEOPATHS MEET
The Victor Returns
rod.
iEFEh'CEC GF LI
Amsterdam, Oct 24 (via London).
Without minimizing the effect of
Albuquerque, Oct. 21. The New
Mexico state board of osteopathy is A dispatch from Berlin says it is of the German failure, the authorities
rC
'14V
the Ger- call the recent repulse not so much a
holding a meeting in Albuquerque at ficially announced there that
the offices of Dr. C. H. Conner, in the man submarine which sank the British decisive engagement as a necessary
Stern building. Present are Dr.. Con- cruiser Hawke has now returned safe- German retreat to avoid a Russian
British outflanking movement.- Warsaw and GERMANS THINK HE IS A RU
ner, Dr. Charles A. Wheelon of Santa ly to port. The sinking of the
AWAY SOLDIER OF THE
Fe and Dr. Walter Mayes of M.agda-len- steamer Glttera by a German submar- Ivangorod are ready for any attempt
WAR OF 1S70
coast
is
also
of the Germans. A return movement
Three candidates are taking the ine near the Norwegian
confirmed.
soon.
in
Is
officially
examination for license to practice
expected
The Hague, Oct. 24 (vi i U .
New Mexico. They are Dr. Iianna of
Dispatches from Grand Duke Nicho- this city, Dr. Bowers of Las Cruces
las, commander in chief of the Rus-- j Newspaper advices from IX iV f
Japan and China Quarrel
and Dr. Eueler of Tucumcari.
Peking; Oct. 24. Hostile incidents sian forces In the field, declare that many, say the German auth'
between Chinese and Japanese con the struggle south of Przernysl Is of have opened an inquiry to A
tinue. The Chinese government is great intensity and ehows that the whether General Leman, the &
LAUNCHING AT NEWPORT NEWS
still protesting against the presence center of activity has for the moment i of Liege, who is a prisoi r r
I
21.
of
The
Oct
News,
Va.,
Japanese forces in. China, but re- shifted to the southward. The Aus- - bur?, can be Identified
Newport
steamship Edward Pierce, owned by strains Us soldiers from any overt act. trian corps' constant .efforts to cioss Le:rmann, a soldier of the t
the Croweli & Thurlow Steamship com- The. latest protest concerns the Jap- the River San, have been defeated, army, who d." r 1 U , i ; '
Ther"'pany of Boston, was launched here anese seizure of the German torpedo and the Russians ate notr ret.ited
' '
s
i,ry I.'
today and will enter tho coal carrying boat destroyer S O. This vessel, after to have traversed this stream at
m
ih.
trade.
having sunk the Japanese cruiser' pntl poiuts.
tw"
j

CONGRESS ADJOURNS
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TAKES
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TODAY IN CONGRES3

Washington, Oct, 24. Senate: Met
at noon.
Senator Kern introduced resolution
for adjournment Monday, and a recess
was taken until 2:30 o'clock to allow
conferences with house leaders.
House: Met at noon.
Recess at 2 p. m.
Filibuster of southern congressmen
collapsed, and at the conference leaders of both sides agreed to adjourn
congress sine die at 4 p. m. today.
Reconvened at 2 p. m.
Adopted resolution for adjournment
Eien die at 4 p. m., and recessed
airatn until 3:15 p. m. to await, senate
action.
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surely sell them.

All wool service, line tailor

ing, correct styles, make these
the greatest clothes In the
world for the money.
Every Frankel garment is
backed by this unqualified
guarantee "All wool and to
give good service or a new

I V-

k-

&.$c$mwti&l& Son

-

little sewed to place over this lining. The
long, extending over
set-isleeves.
young miBS who will soon bo taking the
The dress is decorated with narup her school affairs, is pictured here.
row soutache braid in contrasting colit
of
braid
decoration
its
for
Except
is bo simple as hardly to need descrip- or, or a deeper shade- of the color of
the goods. A folded girdle of satin
tion.
fabrics
woolen
completes the garment.
standard
of
the
Any
To keep it fresh looking detachable
are suited to a dress of this kind.
Challies should not be overlooked in undersleeves of fine muslin and a
are provided, to
making a selection, and the plainness guimpe of the same
of the model makes a wide choice of be removed and laundered when they
r
embroideries
materials possible. There are many require It. Fine
or
pretty, qu&intly figured patterns in may be used instead of muslin,
wool- dotted swiss or fine lawns.
challies and in other
If one has much time needlework
ens suited to littl-- dresses of this
may be used instead of braid for decFor durability,
kind.
orating this dress. A heavy embroidserges are excellent.
over
is
made
dress
of
the
ery floss works up rapidly, and the
The body
a lining of light muslin to which a pattern for decoration is a matter of
it
plaiting at the bottom of the dress the individual's fancy, though
c;houU not be overdone.
fabric is sewed. The
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
bodice and skirt in ono is draped and
of those

practical
ANOTHERdresses, designed
for the shoulders are
n

'

light-weig-

s

,

.

close-wove-

n

long-waiste- d

"Common Sense Plus
3:00 p. m
English speaking people. Hymns rendered by the children 'under the direc- Religion."
7:30 p. m, "Las Vegas Sold Out to
tion of the Sisters of Loretto.
Third mass at 10 a. m. Sermon In the Devil, Lock, Stock and Barrel."
The singing will be in charge of the
AND' z
Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school.
singer, D. K. Cumbie.
This church welcomes any who are
At 4 p. m. May devotion and bene
.
'
diction of the blessed sacrament
ead, grieved or lonely, friendless or
At the New Mexico Hospital for the hopeless; all who love the Gospel, or
Insane mass every fourth Sunday by need a Savior, and to whosoever will,
CHURCH OF Th'E IMMACULATE the reverend pastor.
it opens wide Its doors and bids you
Adrian
CONCEPTION
Kabeyrolle
welcome to the house of our common
pastor.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Father.
First mass 6:30 a. m.; second mass Regular services every Sunday morn
The ushers will seat you, the music
t 10 a. m. Sunday school In English ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday nill
please you, the Gospel will satisfy
tnd Spanish at 9 P m., in Spanish at evening at 8 o'clock in Carnegie Li- j'ou. and the people are friendly.
S:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction brary.
tit the blessed sacrament at 7; 30 p.
Rev.
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
m.
,
street
Minister.
J.
II.
Eighth
Whistler,
FIRST M. E. CHURCH
Sunday school lor Erglish speakand National arenu. Rev. Id. and Main avenue.
Eighth
ing and Spanish apaklng children C.
9:45 a. m. Bible School.
Anderson,
pastor.
every Sunday at 1:30 p. n.
11:00 a. m. Morning worship with
worSunday school, 9:45. Morning
- the communion and sermon on "The
sermon
11
o'clock.
Epat
with
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR- ship
of Worldwide Evanwcrth League, 6:30 p. m. Evening wor Only True Plan
ROWS Very Rev. Paul Gilberton,
gelization."
o'clock.
ship with sermon at 7:30
Pastor.
7:30 p. m. Evening worship. Sub
A cordial Invitation Is extended to
First mass at 6 a. m. Third Sunday
of the sermon "The Resulta of
worject
all who have no other place of
excepted.
Apostolic Life and Preaching," bein;
Sermon In ship to attend divine services at this a
Second mass 8
study of the times of the early
church.

PULPIT
Choir Loft

Cpr:

A Happy Home
What
Peruna Did)

(Read

Mrs. James F. Summltt, No. 1P06
East Eighth St., Muscatine, Iowa,
.writes

:

health was so mlHerable for
that I was practically an InWe had no family, owing to
health. 1 was Induced to give
f'eruna a trial, and found very quickly
that it was helping me.
"My
years
valid.
my 111

I am

i
'I
1

i

1

The church extends a most hearty
welcome to all people. Visitors and
sojourners in the city especially welcomed.

THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH,
Columbia and National avenue.
James E. Richard, pastor.
Hours of service::
Preaching 10:45 a. m 7:45 p. m.
Sabbath School. 9:30 a. m.

Boy
He is our

It

only
child.
now well an4 happy,
Vi'e
l.,n,y bny, v, hicli we believe la
the direct consequence of my lm- -i
rnvcii health, lie Is our first and
only child, and if Peruna had not
curc'l roe of my ailments we should
nevpT have had him. I hope every
rtiffwlns woman will give Peruna a
trial. Use same as I have."
Those who object to liquid
can now procure Peruna Tab- "I

I

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Douglas avenue and Tenth street
Morning worship and sermon at 11
o'clock.
A
Bible study and Sunday school se
don at 9:45 a. m.
Society of Christian Endeavor at Hopes Her
5:30 p. to.

now well
and
Happy.
We have
A Baby

first and

,i

motli-r.irt-

no collections.

Prayer meeting and Bible study on
Wednesday evening at the home of
Mr. Aj, J. Gerrard.

All

Sorts of Airy and Dainty

B. Y. P. V., 6:30 p. m.

you are
come!
we
If you are
You
come!

without a church brae
can help you.
looking for church wort
can help us.

THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. J. Milton Harris, pastor.
Bible school, 9:45 a. m.
Morning worship, 11 a. m.
B. Y. p. IX 6:30 p. m.
Evening worship, 7:30 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Wednesday evening 7:30 p. m.
Sunday Rev. B. B. Qrimm will
preach on the following subjects for
the day:
31:00 a. m. "fiod'a Call to Man."

Aprons

ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
Rev. J. S .Moore, Rector, 716 National
avenue, East Las Vegas.

Twentieth Sunday after Trinity,
tober 24, 1914.
Sunday School, 9:45.

chers, bakers and undertakers all turn
tb the "funny pictures" In the morn-in- s
newspapers to see what those fun-nfellows "Mutt and Jeff" are up to,
nor is the habit confined to any class,
creed or status of life's success.
The banker, the lawyer and the
judge, enjoy the daily cartoons as well
as his less fortunate brothers and ap
plaud Bud Fisher's satirical humor.
Millions of the best people in Amer
ica have laughed at Gus Hill's com
pany' presenting "Mutt and Jeff" in
their various plays and will continue
to laugh at them as long as Bud Fish
er and Gus Hill can keep up the pace.
"Mutt and Jeff" have made four
complete tours of the United States
and Canada, with absolutely no sign
of diminishing popularity and will continue to do so for years innumerable.
"Mutt and Jeff in Mexico" will not
only live up to the past records of
phenomenal business but will prove
to be the crowning triumph of Mr.
Ti ill's long business career. All known
box office records have been hopelessly shattered by the enormous popularity of this "sure fire" success
and has been known as the mortgage
lifter for house managers and tneater
owners.
"Mutt and Jeff In Mexico" will come
to the Duncan opera house November 10. It was designed for laughing
purposes only. There Isn't a serious
thcught or a suggestion In the entire
show; it's mission on earth Is simply
to banish dull care an stifle the
Get seats
book worm and grouch.
early as "Mutt and Jeff In Mexico"
Invariably plays to capacity houses
and the early bird catches the best
Sfat.

Oc-

SCIENCE HITS THE

Holy Communion, 7:30.
Morning prayer and sermon 11.
Order of service at 11 o'clock:
Hymh 521, Thro' the Night of Doubt
and Sorrow.
Venite Exultemus Domino, Chant.
Gloria Patrl, Chant
Te Deum Laudamus.
Benedictus, Chant.
Hymn 143, Jesus Calls us, O'er the

COFFEE

Tumult.
Sermon.
Hymn 477, O Lord of Heaven and

COtiFESSiOIl

SPORTING

GAMES

Braves Individually are getStatement, Made Public,
ting tired of the hero role.
will Help Other Women.
Lodge is the name of Tom O'Rourke's
latest white hope. Not Henry Cabot
however.
Hines, Ala. "I must confess", says
Mrs. Eula Mae Reid, of this place, "thai
fieorge Stalliugs is arranging to
Cardui, the woman's tonic, has done me train his band of Bri-e- s
at Mawn
B great deal of good.
ntyt spring.
Before I commenced using Cardu!,
The St. Louis fight promoters are
would spit up everything I ate. I had a
(ired, sleepy feeling all the time, and was extending hr:lr bouts to 10 rounds.
I could hardly drag around,
Duke Bowers Is signed up for two
Irregular.
and would have severe headaches con- mere battles
ahead, with a few more
tinuously.
in
the
air.
Since taking Cardui, I have entirely
The Army and Navy football teams
quit spitting up what 1 eat. Everything
seems to digest all right, and 1 have are deprived of their birthright to
gained 10 pounds in weight"
maul each other.
If you are a victim of any of the numerGilbert Gallant, who won recently
ous ills so common to your sex, it is
fromi Leach Cross, Is recovering from
wrong to suffer.
For half a century, Cardui has been re- an Injury to the arm.
lieving just such ills, as is proven by the
Johnny Ray of Pittsburgh Is gunthousands of letters, similar to the above,
which pour into our office, year by year. ning for bouts with Krause, Dick
Cardui is successful because it is com- Loadman and Kid Herman.
Wisconsin state athletic commisposed of ingredients which act specifically
on the womanly constitution, and helps sion must
know two days ahead who
build the weakened organs back to health
will
bouts.
referee
and strength.
Joe Rivers plans some eastern
Cardui has helped olhers, and will help
You bouts and to Bhow in Milwaukee beyou, too. Get a buttle today.
won't regret it Your druggist sells it.
fore he goes to the coast.
Write to : Chattenooea
Co.. Ladles"
University of Pennsylvania gradulept., ChaltanOftga, Tenn., for Sir:cilll In
tlructumi on your case and b4pa;e book, "Home ates are raising $50,000 for a memori reauoeot for Women," tern In plain wrapper. NCJU0
ial to the late Mike Murphy.
The

DRINKERS

FAMILIAR TABLE BEVERAGE UNMASKED AND ITS EVIL EFFECT
ON THE HUMAN BODY
SHOWN

SOME parts of this country the
pretty custom of serving guests
Earth and Sea.
with light refreshments at five o'clock
Presentation of Alms, Chant.
tea, or on other informal occasions
Hymn 458, Praise my Soul, the King has always been taken care of by the
daughters or young women of the
of Heaven.
This intimate method of
This church !s open dally for pri household.
is
a universal fashion
almost
service
church.
vate prayer and meditation.
and it is to be hoped will become one
A very cordial invitation Is extendFull vested choir with crucifer at of our established customs.
ed to everybody.
Volunteer offerings, the 11 o'clock service.
All sorts of airy and dainty aprons
The choir will meet for rehearsal made purely for decoration and sugin church tonight at 7:15 o'clock.
gestion have been designed for the
wear of the charming servitors. For

am.

English. This ts Children's mass but
everybody is welcome, especially the

"A little nonsense now and then
is relished by the best of men" and
women too. The old adage is proven
over and over again by the continued
success of
and most extraordinary
Gus Hill's productions of "Mutt and
Jeff." New York's best citizens, but-

v

garment free,"

-

A
TIME THE PLAY TAKES
THEM TO OLD MEXICO; IT'S
COMING HERE

$15
We would

r; i

1 :

THIS

Frankel
--

w

'

MUTT AND JEFF IN

If (here were better clothes
values on the market than the

v

"

,

Adv.

More?

w

II

CROUP

Foley's Honey ana Tar Compouna
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
clears away the phlegm. Opens up
the air passages and Btops the hoarse
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath gives way to quiet breathing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
Honey and Tar to our children for
croup and it always acts quickly." O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

Dress With Braid Trimming

Woolen

MASTERS

IN

these aprons the lightest and sheerest
of fabrics are chosen, ranging from
fine nets, through Swisses and organdies to flowered awns, dimities and
all similar fabrics. The fine wash
laces and satin ribbons are used for
decorating. The narrow lace headings, sewed in patterns, simulating
or
of ribbon, flower-form- s
graceful scrolls, are machine stitched
to the fabric. This beading serves to
carry baby ribbon and to provide a
decoration in keeping with any color
scheme. Narrow insertions and frills
of lace are used in any way the fancy
of the maker may dictate. The result is that there is no end to the
variations of these little decorative
accessories.
Aprons of this kind are all small
and cut in graceful and fanciful
shapes. Just now a
apron is much in vogue. Sometimes it
is developed with a little
bib attached. Ribbon decorations are
nearly always in a color.
Two illustrations are given here
showing' the latest fancies of the
apron makers. One of them is an apron
of plain white net trimmed with bands
rt organdie in white or any desired
color. Such an apron is prettily denets and
veloped in
trimmed with ribbon. It may bo provided with a pocket and further embellished with little ribbon bows.
An apron of plain white organdie
trlaiaicd with narrow lace is shows
bow-kno-

light-colore- d

heart-shape-

d

heart-shape-

d

in the second picture. Its novel feature is the separate pocket, or reticule, made of the organdie and lace,
which hangs from the waistband. Satin ribbon in pink or blue is used for
the bows which finish It.
Flowered organdies- and lawns are
-

used for these aprons and for the
more practical sewing aprons which
are made in the same size.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
Medallion for Bag.
In making this bag, a circle should
first be drawn on the silk and then

the design, marked, traaed directly onto the material from the paper, by
means of carbon paper. The embroid
ery should then be done either entirely
in satin stitch, or a combination of
satin and outline stitch. A circle of
cardboard cut to fit the medallion la
then sewed into place between outer
silk and lining, and after this is fin
ished the bag may then be made up,

f

An astonishing list of ills due to
coffee drinking is pointed out by Dr.
Otto Juettner, of the Cincinnati Polyclinic, in a communication to the
Medical
Times. "The
:New York
symptoms produced by excessive indulgence in coffee can be observed
in the arrested physical and mental
development of children, their pallor,
emaciation and nervousness; in the
morbidly excited condition of women
who are addicted to the coffee-po- t
just
as the toper is to the whiskey bottle,
and no less a helpless and pitiable
victim than he; In professional men
and students who whip up tbeir mental faculties by coffee; in the aged,
whose tremor and itch are not infrequently due to excessive indulgence

in coffee.
"Coffee poisoning In Its chronic
form may be the cause of tremor, of
ringing In the ears; of acrid eructations, of severe continuous headaches,
creeping, pricking sensations In the
Silk Ribbon Belts.
skin; sensations of heat an cold, hysA favorite way of finishing the
terical attacks, troubles of vision,
waist line when separate skirts and dizziness, insomnia, all kinds of diblouses are worn is with a ribbon or
disturbance. Coffee depresssilk belt. Wide ribbon that can be gestive
es
the
kidney functions, and skin
laid in folds or taffeta or satin can be
used., One way of giving a smart fin- symptoms are probably due to irritaish to these belts is to work button tion from retained waste.
"Patients who cannot get along
holes in two little pointed ends of rib
bon in 'front and button these over without tea or coffee, but feel uncomfortable and even sick when deprived
colored glass or bone buttons.
of these stimulants, are, to all intents-anipurposes, drug fiends, and should'
To Fringe Material.
When fringing anything requiring be classified with habitues of tobaca deep fringe, tear it up as deep as co, alcohol, opium and other toxie
you want the fringe at intervals of agents."
a finger or so all the way across
NOTE It Is Interesting to observe
the end, then fringe out these short thil as medical science more and more
pieces one by one, which is a much reveals the harmfulness of coffee to
easier way than pulling out a long
tle health of both young and old there
thread every time and having it break follows a
tremendous Increase In the
and beingt obliged to bunt for tha end
food beverage,
,U6e of the pure
with pin or needle.
"
Adv.
l
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of the Normal, will entertain
their
young lady friends at an old fashioned Halloween party at the "dorm"
home on Main avenue, and all the
games of tho day will be
indulged in.
In the evening the members of the
senior class of the Normal will enter-

WHY NOT HAVE A GOOD TIME ON
WAS MISERABLE
HALLOWEEN WITH A CARNIVAL?
COULDN'T STAMP
husband on Thursday evening by
in-

Isyfel

24,

1914.

Mripatssa

FiOYAL

AECii CHAPTER

MEETS INALBUfjl'ERpE

"CASGABETS" GLEAMS

.

LIVER AND DOWELS
f.

NEW GRAND MASTER OF STATE NO MORE
viting a few of his gentleman friends
HEADACHE, BAD COLDS,!
COPPERS MIGHT BE PERSUAD- in to help him celebrate his thirty-secon- Testifies She Was Restored
MASONS MAKES HIS
AND
SOUR
STOMACH
to Health by Lydia E.
birthday. Cards were played
ED TO LIFT THE LID
CONSTIPATION
members
the
tain
the
of
other
classes
Pinkham's Vegetable
and after many pleasant games a supat a masquerade party, and will make
per of four courses was served. The
Albuquerque, Oct, 21. With the
Compound.
the feature of the evening a take-of- f
box now.
Get a
Although Halloween is celebrated guests were Mr. A. J. Mitchell, Mr.
N.
grand high priest in the chair, the
After my first on a county fair. Many concessions
Lackawanna,
Are you keeping your liver, stoma-cNew
cn the eve of the festival of All Saints, A. B. Livingood, Mr. W. T Gray, Mr. child was born I felt very miserable and will be
of
Arch
Grand
Chapter
Royal
let to ambitious ghosts, and
and bowels clean, pure and fresh with
could not stand on
and is intended to usher in with notes F. D. Baer and Mr E. J. Scott.
There Is apt to be a latent apprehension Mexico opened its annual meeting at
a
will
time
be
the
order
good
spooky
Cascarets or merely forcing a passoffi1
my feet. My sisterCf distress to mar the complete joy of Masonic temple this week.
of solemn, music and other sanctimonThe
,
wished me to of the evening,
salts.ca-tharti- c
expectation. But this Is quite overcome cers of the
ious devices the occasion of a high Mrs. Greenberger
grand chapter, most of ageway every few days with
the advice of so many women to use
try Lydia E. Pink- - Cards are out for a party to be by
is
or
"castor
oil?
This
pills
church holiday, it is universally devot- Entertains Card Club
meetIs
"Mother's
whom
an external
were in attendance at the
ham's Vegetable given by Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Veed- - application Friend." This
I
to so lubricate the
designed
important.
ed to the machinations of deviltry-doer- s .The Thursday Afternoon Bridge
as
are
follows:
ing,
Compound and my er at their home on the Plaza;. The muscles and to thus so relieve the presCascarets
cleanse
to
all
met
tie J
club
sure
this weok with Mrs., Morris
on the nerves, that the
of
immediately
Nathan Jaffa, Uoswell, grand high
ages. Little boys like
nerves became firm, cards themselves are a fine
index to naturalreacting
the cords and ligastrain
upon
remove
j
the
tear
1013
and
doors
bells
and
sour,
and
run,
stomach,
Fifth
undigested
good,
street,
step
ring
Greenberger,
appetite
the kind of party it is to be. The in- ments Is not accompanied by those severe priest.
elastic, and I lost
and fermenting food and foul gases; I
down signs, and tie pigs to gate posts, spent, the customary enjoyable aftersaid to cause nausea, morning sickAmos
W.
pains
Doming,
Pollard,
deputy
that weak, tired vitation is writtea in white ink on ness and many local distresses. This grand high priost.
and play all sorts of pranks that are noon. Those present were Mrs. Jake
take the excess bile from the liver I
embrocation Is known to a multifeeling. That was black cats, and bid the guests to come splendid
an annual escape for all the
of mothers.
and
tude
M.
Stern, Mrs. Dan Stern, Mrs. Charles
carry out of the system the ccm-- J
Roswell,
Parsons,
Ralph
grand
i six years ago and I in white and penitential
raiment, to Many people believe that those remedies
up mischief of the year between;. And Greenelay, Mrs. Sig. Nalim, Mrs. Herstlpated waste matter and poison in j
have had three fine learn what fate may have in store for which have stood the test of time, that king.
I
Alex D. Goldenberg,
put to every trial under the
big boys and girls like best on this man "Graubarth, Mr Simon liacha-rachTucumcari, the bowels.
healthy children since. For female trou- them. Many pranks are being planned have been
varying conditions of age, weight, general
Mrs. bles I always take Lydia E. Pinkham's
Mrs, Isaac Bacharach,
odds
how
No
scribe.
night to gather in ghostly vestments
bilious
sick,
grand
headachy,
health, etc., may be safely relied upon.
like and the hosts have figured out whole And
and with
and bob for David Rosenwald, Mrs. William N. Vegetable Compound and it works
nd constipated you feel, a Cascaret to j
Arthur J, M alloy, Albuquerque,
Judging by the fact that "Mother's
"-of
mischief
for
their
to
Friend" has been in continual use since
heaps
guests
work.
own
I
do
all
charm.
a
my
treasurer.
will straighten you out by inorn-- J
Rosenthal, Mrs. Ludwig Ilfeld' and
apples and play
night
grand
our
la
earlier
and
years
grandmother's
be
in.
1574
Electric Avenue,
A. F. Keeamer,
caught
known throughout the United States it
and make of the few hours before mid- Mrs. Morris Iiendix.
A,
work while you sleep. A 10 j
Keen,
Albuquerque,
Alpheus
ing.
They
4
Lackawanna, N. Y.
may be easily inferred that it is somenight an "All Fools" night.
cent box from your druggist will keepf
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's Jolly Motor Car
thing that women talk about and gladly grand secretary.
All of which is just exactly as it Miss Noyes Gives
recommend to prospective mothers.
Henry F. Stephens, Santa Fe, grand your head clear, stomach sweet an,.!'
Vegetable Compound, made from roots Trip to Mora
Friend" Is prepared only In
should be. Our mothers and our fath- Five Hundred Party
and herbs, is unparalleled.
lecturer.
It may be Monday afternon Mrs. Charles A. our'Mother's;
own laboratory and is sold by drugycur liver and bowels regular fort
Last night Miss Helen Noyes enter- used with perfect confidence by women
ers and our forbears as far back as
Ben Wood, Portales, grand chap- r.icnths. Don't forget the children f
gists everywhere. Ask for a bottle y
in
a
to
meet
had
for
few
and writs for a special book
expectant
Spiess
friends,
the foundation of the holiday all did tained a few friends at five hundred who suffer from displacements,
tbeir little insides need a gentle clean
Address Bradtleld Keguiauir lain.
bed bouse guest, Miss Minnie Hola- - mothers.
'
Co., 4U7 Lamar lilUg., Atlanta, Ga,
B. Holt, Las Cruces, grand sing, too. Adv.
Herbert
it; and we are entitled to just as at her home on North Sixth rtreef.
bearing-dowi:ian of Albuquerque, who accompan
periodic pains, backache,
In anticipation of the coming of Halmuch fun as they were.
captain of the host.
dizziness, ied Mrs. Spiess on her return from a
This year offers an opportunity to loween the guests bobbed for apples, feeIing,flatulency,indigestion,
Charles A. WTheelon,
Santa Fe, CHICAGO LOSES TWO PASTORS
Nebraska
as
or nervous prostration. Lydia E.
Colorado,
ities
last
year1
Holz-luut ip south. On Tuesday Miss
stanthe fathers of our city to make them- just to get in good trim and condition
is
the
grand
Compound
sojurner.
principal
Vegetable
Chicago, Oct. 24. Two of the mob.f
was the honored guest of an and Kansas.
selves the real heroes of many a gen- for the eve of All Saints. A pleasant dard remedy for female ills.
A.
William
Raton,
last
grand
heavrer
Chapman,
than
ministers in Chicago ha
year,
average
prominent
They
Women who suffer from those dis- automobile party that went to Mora
eration to come. This is the tip: Take evening was enjoyed by the guests,
royal arch captain.
summer
one
rains.
to retire after lor,
because
of
They
good
resigned,
ills peculiar to their sex should for dinner, returning to Las Vegas in
the lid off of Las Vegas for that one who were Miss Chella Van Petten, tressing
Jed R. Yale, Alamogordo, gTand seivice, the other to become a Chai
be convinced of the ability of Lydia E. the afternoon. Among the party should all fill contract requirements,
wght; let the kids do what they please Miss Ruth Winters, Miss Rose Pow Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to retanqua lecturer. After DG years
Shipping will begin later this year master third vail.
were Mrs. Charles A. Spiess, Miss
in the way of street demonstration; ers, Miss Ola Laird, Miss Madeline
Richard M. Thome, Carlsbad, grand active service, Rev. Cyrus P. TolIraaJ
the
health
store their
by
many genuine Minnie Holzman,
E. than last year, on account, first, of the
William
Mrs.
make it a Mardi Oras, a confetti, a Mills, Mr. "Cecil Paice, Mr. R. C. and truthful testimonials we are conlambs' better condition, which does master second vail
of the Maplewood Baptist church wtt
Gortner, Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs. not
'
H. O. White, Hope, grand tomorrow
masquerade night.
E'mert, Mr. Herbert Gehring, Mr. C. stantly publishing in the newspapers.
sec
as
Joseph
a
call
for
and,
long
feed;
preach hi3 last sermon fi
D.
If yon want special advice write to Herbert W. Clark, Mrs. E.
There are many parties scheduled .1. McDonald, Mr. L. C. Taylor and
master
first
vail
in
the
feed
the
of
ond,
The
will
occasion
east,
also be iif
high price
pastor.
Miss Louise Cunningham, Mrs.
Lydia E. Pink hum Medicine Co. (conffor the evening. It would be a cork- Mr. F. R. Powers.
Charles E. Lowber, Albuquerque, his 82nd birthday. He is the cldefi
idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will R F. Johnson, Mrs. Colbert C. Root, which makes it important for the feed
late in the night, just
ing good time,
4 4 4
be opened, rend and answered by a
active minister in Chicago, and saJ
v
John er that he finish the lambs out in as grand sentinel.
woman and held in strict confidence. Mrs. Frank Manzanares, Mrs.
before the graveyards yawn at the E!ks Have Hot
Grand Lodge Appointments
short a time as possible.
service as a missionary in India, t
S.
Mrs.
(JiarK,
John
Robbins,
etroke of 12, for the merrymakers all Bowling Contest
At the final session of the Masonic
The
feeder
market
and
market
Rev. Frederick E. Hopkins, for thrf.f
fat
Watson
to assemble, say, at Fountain Square, Last night the challenge bowling E. C. Anderson, and in welcome to F B. January, Mrs. Wallace
in the east are good, better this year Grand lodge Raleigh Hare, the newly years pastor of the Park Manor Cor
Browne.
Miss
sand exchange a few
match between two picked teams or the new one. Rev. Royal A. Simonds, and
than they have been for a good many elected grand master, announced his gregatlonal church, will leave Chic- -'
pleasantries.
Elks, at the lodge home on Douglas last night at the church. Dr. Frank
appointments.
years past.
go a week later, November 1, and wi t
IN EAST LAS VEGAS
It might appeal to a few gentlemen avenue, turned out to be a real con- H H. Roberts presided, and the proare:
J.
The
J.
not
con
Kelly,
are
If
lambs
over
left
appointments
any
begin his lecture work in Chicago. R '
Local
to assume the garb of the eternal test, finishing with the close score of gram as annonced earlier was car- The Evidence Is Supplied by
tracted they will pay out if shipped grand lecturer; Isaac Dwyer, grand Solutions adopted by his congregatin '
Testimony
teminine; it might even please some 2,ZM to 2,558. The winners, who were ried out in all but one particular. Rev.
direct to the market, according to one chaplain; A. D. Goldenberg, senior compliment him upon his success I
If the reader wants stronger proof well known
of the ladies to risk a little freedom led by "Bill" Baily, had to fight all 'Norman Skinner who was to make an
sheep man. Should any grand deacon; R. H. Hanna, junior the pulpit.
exin trousers, maintaining, of course, a tho way for their victory over their address in behalf of the ministerial as- than the following statement and
of
the
sheep men not succeed in sell grand deacon; A. A. Beaman, r rand
of a resident of East Las
careful mask.
O. P. Kasterwood,
or
senior
fail to ship, there is plenty of marshal;
opponents, whose captain was J. B. sociation, was ill and could not at- perience
ing
CHAUTAUQUA IN KENTUCKY
.
.
How a'bout it, Mr. Policeman? Would Anient. There were many ladies pres- tend. A letter written by him for Vegas, what can It he?
feed all over the country, so they will grand steward; R. L. M. Ross, junior
Auburndale,
Ky., Oct 24. A thre
A. JJnderwood, 806 National Ave., all winter well
you suspend the rules for the nonce? ent. The teams were made up as fol- the occasion was read by Dr. Roberts,
and so make money grand steward ; James P. McNulty, day Chautauqua will begin here t'
Kid
"Doan's
Come on. Be a good fellow.
lows:
grand sword bearer; O. E. Lowber, morrow, when Dr. W. H. CrossReT'
Captain Baily Manuel Henri-quez- , ami created a deep impression. The East 18 Vegas, says: at tho Center by holding over.
. Let the honorable council take ear.
ney Pills, which I got
L. C. Witten, J. C. Rudulpb. and program follows:
There is considerable movement of grand tyler.
president of Transylvania TJnlverslf
me relief
They may, if they will, wrap them- Charles Trumbull; Captain Ament
Shubert Block Pharmacy, brought
Serenade
breeding ewes to California this fall,
Lexington, Ky., and other prom'r.f
trouble.
from backache and kidney
selves in the purple robes of glorand E. J. McWenie, Harry Martin and
BOSTON BANK TO HELP
and If the movement keeps up it will
Mrs. O'Malley's Violin Club
Kentuckians will speak. Profess
used them off and diminish
immortality, if only they will declare Suil Rosenthal.
the number of ewes in New Boston, Oct. 24. In order to help T. J. Coats, state supervisor of run'
Rev. J. H. Whistler Since then, I have
Prayer
an open city for the night.
whenever I have needed a kidney Mexico to a big extent.
advance the finnclal and commercial schools, Dr. H. H. Cherry, of the Sta'
4
4
Seng, "Should Auld Acquaintance be cn,
(
and they have done good
medicine
The'
By the way, Halloween is Saturday, Popular West Side
relations with the countries of South lrcrmal sc'aool, and Judge Henry
ewes
to
are
California
Congregation!
going
Forgot?"
aren't
acting
If
October 31,
kidneys
work.
my
farms. So far 30,000 head have been America, the National Shawmut bank, Parker, president of t'cf Ttate m :
Couple are Married
Greeting from the Church
IS aching, I
the biggest financial institution
in tity, will welcome the visitors. Af.i
On Thursday morning at the ClinrcU'
shipped.
..John A. Ross Just right; or my back'
Doan's Kidney Pills
Round Dozen
The farmers are buying young ewes New England, will next week send a day and Tus.Say will be given ov
of Our Lady of Sorrows on the West Response .......Rev. B. O. Anderson can depend on
1 have
Didn't Meet
instead of old ones, as in previous representative to investigate and re- to agricultural and horticultural a:
Mrs. F. L. Reiman to drive away thees ailments.
side occurred the marriage of Miss Vocal Solo
to years.
Pills
T
Doan's
I
Kidney
recommended
The Round Dozen did not hold its Gregorita Varela and Mr. Ricardo
Hunker
H.
Previously they have bought port upon trade opportunities.
Welcome
....George
ius'jns.
have
all
and
unrela
this
a
people
but
old
of
the
many
great
week,
customary meeting
ewes, lambed them out and sold
Rev. Royal A. Simonds
Romero. A large number
Response
both ewes and lambs.
doubtedly will assemble at the home tives and friends of the bride and Crescent Queen March... J. H. Losey been well satisfied with them."
of one of the members next Friday groom witnessed the ceremony, whieb
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
The buying of young ewes indicates
Mrs. O'Malley's Violin Club
'
afternoon.
ask for a kidney remedy get that the farmers intend to stay in the
The
one.
Binds"
simply
youB',' Blest be the Tie That
was an impressive
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How Mrs. Comfort
.Congregation Doan's Kidney Pills the same that business.
people left yesterday on train No.
Foster-Mllbur- c
Halioween Party
will
spend Benediction ...7
Sheep men are depending a good
Rev. J. S. Moore y,r. tnderwood had.
for Denver, where they,
Cut the High Cost
deal on breeding coarse wool rams, as
Co, Props., Buffalo, N. Y Adv.
Mrnday Evening
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not counting on a' good wool
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parties daughter of the late Gregorlo Varela, Mrs. Gortner Hostess
they
market In the spring.
of the week will be given Monday who was a prominent citizen of San at Dinner Party
said Mrs.
However, the sheep men were well
fening by the Fraternal Brother- Miguel county. Mr. Romero is an em
Mrs. W. E. Gortner entertained at
with
the
hood at the O. R. C. hall. All the ploye of the Santa Fe and one of the
pleased
year's prices. They
dinner Thursday evening at her home
feel, apparently, that wool will follow
ramea so popular for the occasion most popular young Spanish-Americ- a
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on the Plaza
so they are not looking for a
v, ill be played, and the members are
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like that, too beand her guest Miss Minnie HcUman
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Perfection
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old friend, Mrs. J. van Houten
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this week with Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr.
fight
course,
put
Mrs. Frank H. H, Roberts
Halloween
a lot of stiffening in the wool market.
need them, and we put them out just as soon aa
The ladies present, besides the hos- Mabel Hall entertained the ladies of For
AND WOOL With Germany rampant on the sea
the worst of the cold weather is over. Many Fall
Society folk in Las Vegas, old, young PRICES ARE GOOD
tess, were Mrs. Halle tt Raynold9, the missionary society of the First
AND LAMBS ARE IN GOOD
and threatening to make trouble, Armornings, too, we don't need heat after ten
'Mrs. B. D. Reynolds, Mrs. Herbert W. Methodist chcurch at Mrs. Roberts' and in between, are devoting some of
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o'clock, and using the Perfection saves us a lot of
Australia
their
and
thought
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home Wednesday afternoon in honor their time and much of
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dump
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of Mrs. E. C. Anderson,,
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to
market as is now threatened;.
Mrs. and the parties they are
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retiring pastor of the church.
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buying
the
lamb
with
t
everything
Mrs. Cunningham
that evening. Following
Anderson expects to go Monday
them
state
find
this
of
is contracted for. Only a compar
Gives Bridge Party
her husband to Roswell, where he will the affairs planned In honor of the the sheepmen
selves looking back on a season that atively few are left In isolated places.
Thursday afternoon Mrs. J. M, Cun- take up his new pastoral duties next festival.
On Thursday evening the Eiks will has been highly satisfactory.
Elngham entertained at bridge at her week. The occasion was not unmixed
SMOKELES'
Oi' HEATERS
The bulk of lambs contracted for
home, 823 Sixth street. The parlors with regret, for Mrs. Anderson has give a Halloween party at their home
FRENCH
DAMAGED
SHIP
were decorated In yellow, and the endeared herself to a wide circle of on Douglas avenue, and are preparing feeders have brought prices higher
i
The prices have
aue
and ornaNew York, Oct. 24. Officers of the
The Perfection Is
general scheme of decoration was
friends during her five years reBi an event that will be remembered for thaa last year's.
f
mental. Light
easily carried anywhere.
tumn colors. There were eight tables, dence In Las Vegas, and those outside many a 4ay by all who attend. An ranged elt the way from 5 cents on Spsnish steamer Telesfora, which arIt is guaranteed smokeless and odorless.
con rived here
- .
all
today from Buenos Ayre?,
and after the play a dainty luncheon the church as well as the many in the auxiliary committee of ladies has been early contracts to 5,65 on late
stores.
J
For sale at hardware and general
the state reported that the steamer was in colLook for the Triangle trademark.
waq served.
church societies all feel the snapping appointed to assist the regular enter- tracts.. Taking the prices
whis- around, lambs have averaged about lision with the French cruiser Descarof the cord of association and friend- tainment committee and it is
enJ2.85 or $2.90 a head. The round tes d' Ha In the harbor of Castries,
THE CONTINENTAL
devised
many
have
that
Altar Guild Meets
they
at
her
pered
leaving.
ship
(Incorporated in Colorado)
5
enfor
at
fixed
be
lambs
stunts
to
might
St.
on
5.
October
price
and
Lucia,
The cruiser
original
With Miss Cunningham
tirely new
Pueblo
Denver
Cheyemta
Albuquerque
Mecents.
was badly injured, according to the
The Altar Guild of St. Paul's"
liven the evening.
Salt Lke City
Butta
Methodist Reception
Boio
for
feeders
lambs
number
afternoon
The
of
Kel
Miss
Rose
Marofficers, and had to be taken to
morial church met yesterday
Saturday afternoon
is a Big Event
at the home of Miss Helen Cunning- The Methodists held a reception In logg and Miss Mildred McMahon of La is as heavy as last year. They are- tinique for repairs. The Telesfora
ham on North Sixth street, instead of farewell to the retiring pastor, Rev. Casa do Ramona, the gals' dormitory going for fattening to tho same local- was slightly damaged.
on Thursday afternoon, the time
fcdniod for the meeting1. After the
was disTegular business of the guild
was
hour
social
a
of
pleasant
posed
spent by the members present
d
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Mrs. Iden Hostess
To Friday Bridge
ThA Friday Afternoon Bridge Cub
was entertained this week by Mrs,
Clarence Iden at her home on North
Seventh street. Besides the hostess
the ladies present were Mrs, V. J.
Lucas, Mm H. S. Van Petten, Mrs.
Stephen Powers, Mrs. C. L. M. Baily,
Mrs. Mary
Bearinger, Mrs. C. H.
Schirmer and Mrs. Chester Iden.

Surprise Party
For Mr. Jackson
Mrs. W. M, Jackson surprised her
,

Makes

perfect
coffee right at
the 'table

jj

fuss
no

"Thermax'
Electric Coffe Percolator

no

J

to Save Money

flakes five

Take advantage of our special offer, a
S7.00 Electric Coffee Percolator for S5.98

or

no work

waiting

Tlie

.

t

i

L. t

if you trade in your old coffee pot
Las Veas Light and Power Company
.

cups of delicious coffee
at a cost of
less than

one cent
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oufihiy Hum the gentlemen of the bar Price, Raton; -- grand king, A. D. Gol:
will like to have it done.
denberg, Tucumcari;
grand scribe,
Senator Elihu Root speaks aa the H. B. Holt, Las Cruces; grand treasintelligent Mr. Root knows how to urer, A. J. Maloy, Albuquerque; grand
ESTABLISHED 1871
speak when he reviews not only the secretary, At, A,Keen, Albuquerque;
popular discontent with lawyers and grand lecturer, J. J. Kelly, Silver
courts, but also the many very sound City; grand chaplain, W. A. Chapman,
PublisKtd by
reasons for that discontent.
CO.
Raton; grand captain of the host, C.
PUBLISHING
OPTIC
THl
Such, sentences as these from the A. Wheelon, Santa Fe; grand principal
(Incorporated)
address of Mr. Root are fine the pub- sojourner, R. M. Thorne, Carlsbad;
lic likes them:
grand Royal Arch captain, Reuben
. M. PADGETT...
"Our trial practice in the admission Perry, Albuquerque; grand master
and exclusion .of evidence does not third veil, J. Smith Lea, Roswell;
agree with the common sense, the ex- grand master second veil, J. O. Moir,
perience or the instincts of 8ny intel- Deming; grand master first veil, C.
C. Manning, Gallup; grand sentinel,
ligent layman in the country.
ai broader defect in C. E. Ijowbert Albuquerque.
there
think
is
'T
Entered at the postoffice at East
our trial of cases in this, that we are
Vegas, New Mexico for
too apt to play the- - game instead of
through the United BUtea
trying to get down as rapidly as pos- CONVERTS WILL BE
Italia as second class matter.
sible to the merits of the case. So
we make our law suits a game of
BAPTIZED TONIGHT
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
chess where they are not a game of

i
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Three Points

OUR.

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?

OPTICAL DEPARTMENT

Second: Can 1 get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

is the most complete in the state and
for prompt grinding and repairing is
excelled by none.
Work sent us by mail is returned
by the first return post.

&' Trust Company
Peoples Bank
Capital and Surplus
$125,000.00

--

Robert J. Taupert

-

-

Jeweler and Optician
M

Las Vegas,

New" Mexico
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OPTIC AND 8TOCK
GROWER

WEEKLY

Tecr
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chance."
Mr. Root avoided all reference ; to
free justice. One would not expect a
lawyer of his training to see that there
cannot be full justice as long as the
outcome of lawsuits depends upon privately employed and privately paid
trial advocates. To see that essential
impediment to Justice and to remove
it are a part of the more thorough job
that public opinion will have to get
done.

I1-0-

0

Or

f:

shown by this excellent conclusion to
his excellent address:
"We are In a period of universal de
velopment. All business, all gcfence,
all thought are casting off old shackles
and impediments and improving their
methods, Increasing their efficiency,
It should
lifting up their standards
not be that our noble profession is
alone to remain stationary and with
out growth along the lines of better
service and greater usefulness."

In Advance for Mail
Subscriptions.)
emlt by check, draft or money
arder. It tent otherwise we will aot
to responsible for losa.
Bpedmen coplea tree on application.

(Cash

ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

V

But that Mr. Root and the other
lawyers and jurists who substantially
agree with him are "on their way" is
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Advertisers are guaranteed the
vrgest dally and weekly circulation
A any newspaper In northern New

CHAMBERLAIN

TESiPLAR

KNIGHTS

tfexlco.

TELEPHONES
Business

HEADS

SATURDAY,

IS ELECTED
MEETING OF
THE ORDER

2 ALBUQUERQUE
AT STATE
Main 2

...Main

Office

OCTOBER 24, 1911.

Albuquerque,

MAN

N. M., Oct. 21.

Newly
New Mexico

elected officers of the
grand commandery of the Knights
GOLD IN THE WAH
Templar were installed, at Masonic
Both the Bank of England and the temple yesterday afternoon. The ofJirperial Bank o Germany have con ficers who were elected at the open
of ing session of the grand commander'
tinuously increased their holdings
eacn
in
until
war
began
yesterday morning are as follows:
hold since the
have
metal
the
of
Grand commander, Lewis H. Cham-berlistocks
their
'ase
to
ever
known
become the largest
Albuquerque; deputy grand
them.
The German bank now holds commander, Amos W. Pollard, Dtm- .$111,0(10,000 more gold than, at the mg; grand generalissimo,
Kaipn M.
outbreak of the war; the British bank Parsons, Roswell; grand captain gen
holds $158,000,000 more.
eral, John Borrodale, Albuquerque;
grand senior warden, William A.
of
the
to
eaBler
gain
explain
It is
war
the British than that of the German Chapman, Raton; grand jurnior
Silver
H. Newcomb,
William
den
still
is
trade
bank. England's foreign
Arthur J. Maunbroken, though reduced by the war. City; grand treasurer,
recorder,
loy,
grand
Albuquerque;
the
The Bank of England is having
A. Keen, Albuquerque.
of
shipments
the
benefit
large weekly
Retiring commandery officers are
It has
of gold from South Africa.
follows:
as
account
on
debt
been gaining gold
Abran N. Pratt, Carlsbad, grand
from the United States in shipments
to Ottawa, which are counted as in commander.
Lewis IL Chamberlain, Albuquerque,
its own vaults.
deputy
grand commander.
But Germany has practically been
Amos W. Pollard, Deming, grand
cut off from the outside world. Its generalissimo.
bank cannot gain gold either from
Ralph M. Parsons, Roswell, grand
the foreign trade, which has virtually captain general.
been destroyed, or from foreign bor
John Borradaile, Albuquerque, grand
rowings. It has been presumed that senior warden,
ft
the gold carried by the government
William A. Chapman, Raton, grand
In the famous and mysterious warjunior warden.
chest of Spandau has been transfer
William lii, Newcomb, Silver City,
as
this
red to the Reichsbank, but
prelate,
grand
tmrn Is not supposed to exceed $60,- Arthur
J. Maloy, Albuquerque,
bilOdO.OOO. against fabled sum of a
treasurer.
grand
'
lion or so, we have $51,000,000 still to
'
Alpheus ' A'. Keen, Albuquerque,
recount for.
grand recorder.
Where did the German bank get that
Herbert B. Holt, Las Cruces, grand
sum? Apparently from the pockets of standard bearer.
the German people, who have volunCharles A. Wheelon, Santa Fe,
over their circulating
tarily - -turned
grand sword bearer.
J
lr A
1. - .1
iliiu
SgOJU Coin to in? lOttUft.
Henry F. Stephens, Santa Fe, grand
'
paper Instead. It is not an impossible warder.
thing, but It would be the first inCharles E. Lowber, Albuquerqile,
stance on record of a people despergrand captain of the guard. C "i
ately involved in war who spontaEastern Star Meets i f
neously and unanimously refused to reThe grand chapter of the Order of
and
spond to the hoarding instinct
the Eastern Star opened its annual
emptied their pockets and stockings meeting at the temple
yesterday mornnd chimney niches of the money
10 o'clock.
at
The
ing
grand mar
xvhieh most seeks hiding at such n
Mrs. Leona Morgan, was in the
tron,
..
time.
.'chair. Mrs. Marion P. Stevens, the
grand secretary, was at her desk. The
attendance was large.
A F RATE UN A. L WARNING
Three distinguished
guests were
TOTIIEHAK
received.
They were Mrs. Laura B.
Tills session of the American Bar Hart, of San Antonio, Texas, past
association emphasizes that leaders of most worthy grand matron of the
the legal profession are pretty thor- grand chapter of the United States,
nimbly a roust d to the fact that big who Instituted the grand chapter of
in the New Mexico; Mrs. Minnie II. Miller,
are demanded
Change
the Los Angeles, of Adah
of
administration
judicial
chapter No. 5,
President Wilson's masterly worthy grand Esther and Mrs. Bina
law.
brief statement would have aroused West of Port Huron, Mich., head of
them if they had not been already the Maccabees and nationally promt
nent. in the Eastern Star.
awake, gays the Kansas City Times.
But it is evident that they are awake
Grand Chapter Officers
smd were awake; The idea seems to
A, Wl Pollard wa8 elected grand
be fairly prevalent among eminent high, priest of the Grand Royal Arch
lawyers that if they do not do some chapter. The other officers chosen
(hanging while the changing is good are aa follows:
Deputy grand high priest, A. C.
people will do the job more th or--
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ADDITIONAL

The revival at the Baptist church Is
getting into the hearts of the people,
as was 'demonstrated by the number
of people who attended the two services on yesterday. People are braving the weather day and night to
come to these services. At the morn
spok-ing service, Evangelist Crimm
'
on "Soul Winning," using for his
subject '"The Messenger" and the
Message." He pleaded with'the Christians to be soul winners 1n this cam
paign. He said:
nim
".Someone MIS neel vou t0
about Jesus during this campaign, and
if you fall to go you will be held reYou must answer for not
sponsible.
going, at the judgment bar. You need
not preach him a sermon when yon
go, but just tell hiiro what the Lord
has done for you. Men are dying for
someone to tell them about Jesus.
Won't you tell someone today?"
At the eevning service the evangelist spoke on "Love." He said in part:
"Do you wonder why God loves you?
Sometimes I wonder why He loves
me. He does not love our sins, out
Hi? loves us because He can look, behind our sins and there He seef a
man made in His own image. There
are many "ways' God could have mani
fested Hla love toward us. He could
have caused the thunder as it rolls.
to have said in thunder tones 'God
is love;' or He could have caused the
lightning to have written in beautiful
bright letters 'God is love; or He
might have caused the grass us it
grews in the meadow to have grown
in green letters 'God is love.' But all
this might have been monotonous to
you and you would say: 'I don't be
lieve God loves me anyway.' Go with
me to the cross and see Jesus, as, He
hung there between heaven and
earth, or your redepmtion. Wha.tja
sacrifice for God to give His Son for
your sins. Is there a man here so
cold hearted as to say that God does
not love him since He gave His Son
to die for you? Surely there is not a
hfart so cold. God's love will never
fail. Won't you he reconciled to
Him?"
There were three professions last
night. Baptizing at the evening serv
ice this evening.

Delightful Dance at
Commercial Club

Tuesday evening the Masonic Cemetery association was the host at a benefit ball at the Commercial club
rooms which was one of the most
successful affairs of the fall season,
both in point of pleasure to the patrons and results for the object for
which it was held. Forty or fifty
couples attended and from the first
chords of the openin g dance to the
playing of the "Home Sweet Home"
waltz there was not a moment of the
evening that was not thoroughly enjoyed by everyone. Many tickets were
sold in addition to those turned in at
the door, so that the financial success
of the affair was assured.
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CITY LIVE STOCK

KANSAS

Kansas City, Oct. 24 Hogs, re
ceipts 20,000. Market lower. Heavy
.

7. 30.

.15

Cattle, receipts 1,000. Market stea
dy. Prime fed steers f9.7010.7&.
Sheep, no receipts. Market steady.
Umihs $6.807.60.

j

RUSH

SOCIETY

t

CRIMM'S
PREACHING ARE BEING HARVESTED IN' LAS VEGAS
MR.

'

,

A MAN WHO DESERVES YOUR SUPPORT

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct. 24. After opening
cent up, the wheat
cents off to

market tended to harden but later
sagged; helow last night's level all
around. The close was unsettled
. .w J
to 1 cent net lower.
The opening in corn, which ranged
cent higher,
from
to
by a reaction to slightly un- rrr rr
der the previous vlose. The close waR
cent decline.
steady, though at
Oats were governed by the course
of other grains.
than expected
More hog arrivals
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR REPRESENTATIVE FROM SAN MIGUEL COUNTY.
pulled down provisions. The closing
were:
will be most often seen, contains an in which the modern motor car was at the- - service conducted by ministers quotations
Dec. 1.16; May 1.21.
Wheat,
engraving of the landing of Columbus, the feature. General Nelson A. Miles, of all denominations at the HippoCorn, Dec. 69; May 71.
also of the landing of the Pilgrim Fath- the famous chief of the army, and drome. Governor Glynn and Mayor
.r-Oats, Dec. 50; May 53.
ers on Plymouth Rock.
Rear Admiral Robert E. Peary, the Mitchel will also attend, and the gathPork, Jan. $19.05; May $19.40.
United States navy's famous explorer, ering is expecte to eciise all preLard," Nov. $10.50; Jan. $9.97.
N5W YO'-fCITY 300 YEAR'S 0.D led the pageant,
vious meetings for- jeliglous and pa-t- i
Oct. $11; Jan. $9.82.
Ribs,
New York, Oct. 24. The celebra'.otic purposes. For it will be the
The celebration will extend a full
tion of the three hundreth anniverwith many features. Tomorrow first time in the history of the city
Clean cotton rags at
WANTED
sary of the founding of New York President Wilson will formally open that all denominations have come toC:ty opened today with a big parade, the festivities, when he will preside gether for a common purpose.
Optic office.
.
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FOR MONTANA LAND

Billings, Mont., Oct. 2b The public
land office has been a busy place this
week, for on Monday 270,000 acres of
the Crow reservation, comprising the
remainder of the ceded strip, will be
opened to entry under the enlarged
homestead law. Residents of the strip
who own less than 320 acres are eligible to purchase additional land or
make additional homestead entry.
AEROPLANE
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ON NEW MONEY

Washington, Oct. 2b The
and aeroplane will make its ap
pearance pn the coin of the realm next
month. On the $20 notes of the federal
reserve issue, the design represents
transportation pn land and water and
in the air. A railroad, an auto and
an aeroplah.Pt tocher wlth an ocean
liner afe engraved oh 'this latest
money.- "Orders have been issued by
John Skelton Williams, comptroller of
the currency, to print at the bureau
of engraving and printing $250,000,000
of federal reserve notes for the use of
the banks which probably will be or- banlzed and ready for business by th
middle of November. The notes will
be in denominations of five, ten,
twenty, fifty and one hundred dollars.
The designs are all new and according
to the experts are the most artistic
yet made. An allegorical picture
covers the entire hack, of the hundred
dollar blli America, with Peace and
Plenty on, either side, is an imposing
center, while Labor is shown reaping
the harvest, with Mercury distributing
it. The Panama canal is shown in allegory on the fifty dollar billa. The
twenties contain the transportation designs. The ten dollar hills represent
a typical mining and agricultural
scene, a harvest scene on one side
and a modern factory in operation en
the other, The five dollar bills, which

nnr--
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"Quite the best values in town" have been specialed as leaders for Sat"
urday nilit and Monday. Each Bargain is an expression of real worth and
the besi tMe.; Economic, buyers attending
Days always
''VH:.T1-'I.niore?tnan
w
are
pleased with their purchases.
;:;
::
'

.
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Here is what we do
$1.25

TABLE LINEN
72 inch
Best Satin Damask

there is :a Treason" why

winter underwear for
WOMEN
No. 86

Per Yard

Regina all wool two piece Si.'ts worth

2-- 5

cotton spring

No. 9464u Union Suits,
No. 970 all wool Union

yards of
Unbleached Domestic
X
foi 69c

worth

per garment.

A !i

Wool Sweaters

t

ITOSS39U
A
these $3, $4 and
$5 Sweaters left.
1- -4

at

OFF

,;,

6 ARROW

COLLARS

Men's Linen Collars

.95c

value, each. $1.10

$2.75,

each.

... ...$1.98

25o
25o

&

35o

Children's Black Hose
all sizes per pair

tQo

"TH2

-

for
few of

your choice

. .

$1.50

10

8

fit we i

Here is

for
$1.25

i.eedle ribbed,

Suits, Harvard Knit
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STORE Or QUALITY

ONE LOT
of Slightly Soiled Wash
Dresses for the House
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY,

PERSONALS
L. J. Hand of Watrous ia in the city

battle cruiser Tusukuba had accom
panied the Shimayo until within sight
of land, but they kept at a distance
and their presence in American waters
was not confirmed until today
Just outside Honolulu the battle- ship Hizeni is keeping watch, while
the little German gunboat Geier is
making repairs to hor machinery un
der the supervision of American na
val-of fleers,. The
Shimayo Maru
in
specie and bullion
brought $100,000
and would have made a fat prize'for
a German cruiser.

for a short, stay.
Charles Lloyd, of the Bismark cafe,
is ill at St. Anthony's sanitarium.
H. T. Roush of pusceton, Ind., is
among yesterday's hotel arrivals.
Mrs, C. Miller of Mora arrived in
Las Vegas yesterday for a brief stay.
.W. V. Collins of Buffalo, N. Y., is
stopping at one of the local hotels.
American Ships Exempt
He is here on a business visit.
Mrs. A. M. Lynch, mother of Mrs.
Washington, Oct. 24. British crui
Charles A. Spiess, who has been in sers hereafterwill' not interfere with
arrived In American commerce at the gateway
California for some-time- ,
Las Vegas todayon train No. 10.
to New York. Attention of the BritHerbert W. Clark, who has heen In ish government was called to the
Santa Fe for a couple of days on legal practice at the suggestion of the navy
'matters, returned to Las Vegas today department, and orders have ibeen givon train No, 10. v
en for its promp discontinuance, :t
Mrs. Earl Norton and three children was made plain today. Since the be
are visiting Mrs. Norton'3 father, P. ginning of the European war several
J. Gehring. Mr. Norton waB formerly llrltish cruisers off' Sandy Hook have
connected with The Optic His home signalled and stopped neutral ships
now is in California.
,
to establish their identity, destination
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Zollars will, ar- and the nature of their cargoes.
rive tonight from New York and will
remain here for several days as the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Rey- WILSON SAYS THERE IS
nolds. Mn. and Mrs. Zollars are well
known to many Las Vegas people:
Mrs. W. S. Losey and R. C. Losey NO NEED FOR WARFARE
plan to leave Las Vegas on Wednesday next, Mrs. Losey going to her
home in Indianapolis, Ind., and Mr. ANGRY NATIONS SHOULD SPEND
A YEAR THINKING OVER
Losey going to South Dakota.
GRIEVANCES
Mrs. G. M. Gutierrez and Alberto
Sorrano, who went to Santa Fe sev
eral days ago to attend the funeral of Pittsburgh, Pa,, Oct. 24. Peace comH H. Salazar, who for many years mission treaties of the kind negotiatwas editor and publisher of El Inde-- ed between the United States and
were spoken
pendente In this city, returned to their many foreign countries
here
Wilson
President
of
today as
by
home last night.
on" dismeans
the
of
light
"shedding
Chester
Assistant District Attorney
use of
will
which
the
make
A. Hunker, who has heen on a short putes
force
unnecessary.
old
vacation trip to Missouri, his
hoove,
The president predicted that after
returned last night to attend the meet
ibeen dis
ing of the district court' "A "Mora; conn. international disputes have
as
in these
a
cussed
for
year,
provided
Mr.
Mora
beginning Monday.
ty at
Hunker reports that ne had a splendid treaties, cannon will not be found ne
time, and left Mrs. Hunker and the cessary to settle them. The presitwo boys, who went with him, to re dent addressed a mass meeting in
main for several weeks, in the midst celebration .of the sixth anniversary
of the Y. M. C A. movetment in Pittsof a most enjoyable visit.
burgh and the seventieth birthday of
thn association organized in London
.
,
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a
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BUSIISIAN IS FEATURE
to
men
be
Christianity, urging young
progressive and work for the public

AN
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AT MUTUAL THEATER

WILL BE SEEN

TOMORROW
"ONE WONDERFUL NIGHT,"
NEW PRODUCTION

IN

The Mutual theater, which is soon
to move into its fine new home on
Bridge street, is offering an extraordinary feature" for Sunday afternoon
and evening. A few months ago the
Ladies' World published a serial story,
"One Wonderful Night," and through
its columns asked its readers to select
one among all the motion picture actors in the world who would be best
fitted to play the part of the hero In
the contemplated production of the
story in photoplay.
Out of the thousands of votes cost
the choice fell to Francis X. Bushman.
The play has been pronounced by
critics in all the cities where it has
heen produced one of the most remarkable productions of the age.
Bushman is at his best and is assisted by a well chosen cast.

JAPAN GUARDS LANE
ACROSS

welfare.

The president pleaded for homes
Christian atmospheres, saying
that "Christianity is catchjng,and that
children reared in Christian homes are
more apt to be good citizens than
others".
"It would be good for men, both:
young and old, to detach themselves
more from business1 and think of higher things," said Mr. Wilson after he
had opened his address by saying that
by his being away from Washington,
"congress could have more leisure to
adjourn."
'
"How tired I am of the men whose
virtue is Belfish because ft is
I hate the moral coward and
I despise
him as well. I wish the
cowards would stay on the sidelines
and let others to do the things to be
done. Do not follow people who stand
still. Nowadays leaders must be ag
gressive.
"If you can guess beforehand who
your leaders are to be the chances
are they will be useless. I believe in
popular government because under it
we do not know from what family or
class or occupation the leaders will
with

come.
"I hope

''

that there

a

will now be

great rush of Christian spirit on the
doers of evil. What you have to do is
to fight, not with cannon, hut with
':J:.::'.,"
right,"
sThe president left for Washington
at 1:15 o'clock.

THE PACIFIC

-

.

FOR COMMAKES IT POSSIBLE
MERCE WITH AMERICA TO
,;
CONTINUE
'

'

San Francisco, Calif., Oct.
Japanese battle cruiser Kongo and
the Japanese armored cruiser Asama
are resting outside the heads of San
Fiancisco .harbor, just belowthe horizon. The Toyo Risen Kaisha" lffier
Sh'mayo Maru, which has arrived
here from Yokohama and Honolulu,
brought word that she had been convoyed all the way across the Pacific
by the two warships and that, all told,
Japan has stationed eight warships to
guard the lanes of trade between the
American Pacific; coast and the
Orient.
Cable dispatches from Honolulu reported, on the arrival of the Shimayo
Maru, there, that the Kongo and the

NO COMMANDEERING
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CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

And our wagon will stop for your laundry.

J. M, Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

T. Hosklns, Cashier.

I D.

t.

GET OUR PRICES ON WET WASHING

Baer & Evsxns,

PrPrletors

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

1201 National Ave.

;LAS VEGAS SAVINGS 'BANK
'

flotilla of vessels very suitable for the
work, but at the same time not. of

(Continued from Page One)
'This morning a German officer was
a flag ot truce to the com
mander of the French army operating
in this region. He requested an arm
istice to bury the dead and remove
the wounded. The French command
er sent this officer back to his lines
and Immediately caused the attack on
the enemy to be renewed."

sent under

great value.
"During the day our ships were
attacked by the enemy's
and torpedoes were fired without success at the Wildfire and the
destroyer Myrmidon.
"Other British vessels again attacked the submarines. Naval aeroplanes
and balloons aided In direct-in- g
the
fire. The weather conditions were
fine and favorable. No loss was sustained by the flotilla yesterday."
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DEPOSITS

which came from the library of Judge at the Staab home,
only a short time
Staab; it was sold, along with other before the encounter on the street
books, after the judge's death. The
took the stand mero.
volume is heavily annonated in Judge Iy to identify a
legal book which is to
Staab's writing.
serve as an exhibit in the case.
Judging by the annotations, Mr.
HUckey said, Judge Staab put heroic
labor on the work. Many of the annotations were intelligible and valuable,
but others didn't seem so understandable, Mr. Hickey said.
He himself
viiold not annotate a book la such a
manner, the witness said, and he
I
didn't think any other lawyer In Albuwould.
querque
But, Mr. Hickey said,
neither the annotations nor anything
else-- had given rise in his mind to any
question respecting Juge Staab's F:n- ity. He had no opinion to advance on
For Fall and Winter should be
the question of the judge's sanity.
ordered now,
The testimony brought out the fact
that the book brought $25 at the aucWe have a complete line of for.
y
tion, Colonel Dobson outbidding Mr.
Mr. Hickey said he wanted
Hickey.
elg and domestic ulting,
the work not only because the notes
all the latest weaves, and
would be valuable to him as a law1
yer but because he regarded the book
t
at right prices.
aa a legal curiosity. Mr. Hickev sub
t
obtained
book
the
from Mr.
sequently
Pressing, cleaning and repairing j
Dobson.

.

Reserve a
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KITCHENER
ASKS HIM NOT TO
DRINK AND CITIZENS NOT
TO TREAT HIM
London, Oct.: 24. In line with his
new famous advice to the British ex

SEAT SWVi
FOR THE

piCAL

pEAST

your!

Given at Opera House

Oct.

peditionary forces to be courteous,
Wed.
28
Lord Kitchener, secretary for war, to
ENTERTAINERS
day Issued an appeal to the public
u which he emphasizes the impor
Kalincgs
tance of keeping the army in trainTO ASTM ASTER,
ing in good condition.
This result, lie says, will be obeyed
only by strict sobriety. He urges the
Banquet Begins 8:30
public, both men and women, to aid
them in their sobriety by refraining
INFORMAL
from treating them and by appointing
committee to "impress them with the
need of temperance and assist them
SICKNESS IN ARMY
in avoiding temptation .
Washington, Oct. 24. The percent
Lord Kitcheher was today unani
age of sickness among the American
mously elected lord rector of Edin
military forces at Vera Cruz was highburgh. University.
er for the army but lower for the
marines for the week ending today
ECONOMY". lf SOUTH CAROLINA than
for the previous week. A state
Columbia, S. C, Oct 2L "Economy ment issued
by the war department
will
be beld in every county in showed
day"
that the sick rate for the
South Carolina some day in November.
week of October 21 was 1.97 er cent
Plans for the! occasion are nearing
for the army and 1.79 per cent for the
completion. The purpose of the day
marines, against 1.37 per cent for the
will be to bring home to people the
array and 2.05 per cent for the maneed for personal economy and its rines
for the preceding week. The
value at this time and at all times. In
number of those remaining sick at the
each county a speaker of prominence
end of the week was 79 compared with
will deliver an address at the county
7 for last week.
seat, all the addresses to be along the
same channels of thought. The farm
ers will be told the practical ways in
which economy can be enforced in JUDGE STAAB WAS
their homes and in their farm work.

suit

SINGERS

Y. M. C. A.

TODAY'S

i

com-prisin- g

The servant, McKane, testified that
on one occasion in Santa Fe Judge

receive special care.

him
que
him
how
que.

nihQ

Staab met him on the street and took
for Henry Bramlett, an Albuquer
colored man. The Judge called
Bramlett, ha safd, and asked him
things were going in Albuquer
McKane said he had served
breakfast to the Judge that morning

Final: Pennsylvania, 7; Indiana, 0.
Germans Cross Canal
Final: Cornell, 28; Brown, 7,
Berlin, Oct. 21 (Via Amsterdam and
Final: Yale, 7; Washington and
London). German army headquarters Jefferson, 1.
announcement
mokes the following
End second period: Illinois, .33;
under today's dater
0.
Northwestern,
"The fighting continues severely in
End second period: Nebraska, 10;
the district ,of the Yser canal. Iu the Mfthlfran .Agfries, 0.;
in crossing the
ncith
End second "period Minnesota, 7;
forces.
canal with great
Towa, 0.
"East of Ypres and southwest oi
Final: Ohio State, 6; Wisconsin, 7.
Lille our troops are slowly advancing.
Final: Army, 14; Holy Cross, 0.
"British ships yesterday bombarded
Final:
Princeton, 16; Dartmouth,
Oetend without reason. In the Ar- 12.
gonne forest our troops also are ad
vancing, capturing some machine funs
and a number of prisoners. Two
Read The Optic Want A3.
were brought
French aeroplanes

ON
ANNOTATIONS
HIS LEGAL
BOOKS SHOW HIM TO HAVE .
BEEN CLOSE STUDENT

TAILOR

,.
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Albuquerque, N. M.
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Trinidad. Colo.
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Santa Fe, X. M.

GROSS KELLY & CO.

Albuquqerque, N. M., Oct. 24. Further evidence by which Arthur Staab
hopes to prove his' brother,1 Judge
Julius Staab, was insane, and bo
break hie will, was adduced in the'
district court this morning. The wit
ne&ses were M, E. Hickey, a colored
servant named McKane who had
worked for eight years In the Staab
family In Santa Fe, and District
Cotirt Clerk Thomas K. D. Maddison.
Mr. Hickey testified to a law book;

down.

"North of Toul near Fleury the
French declined a short truce to per
mit the 'burial of the dead and the'rej
cov- ccvery of the wounded who are
reuCh
f ring Jha tiolc hi frcjut- f the
lmttleline. ! ?fWe3ti of; Austowo,; where, the- Rus
sians renewed their attacks, they were
,
repulsed."
j

UllmJa LLif

OFPICEKS AND DIRECTORS
H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vice-Pres- t.
Clarence Men, Secy. & Treas.
Donald Steward,
C. C. Robbias.
. ,

A HARD WORKER

FOOTBALL
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BANK

TOMMY ATKINS IS

Statement From Berlin
Berlin, Oct. 24 (By wireless). In
formation was given out from official
quarters in Berlin today as follows:
"The entire socialist party of Italy
again has decided to support a policy
of the strictest neutrality.
"The Manchester (England) Guar
dian says it has received hundreds of
letters from British women who have
returned to England from Germany,
and declare that they were well treated while in this country.
"Prisoners of war also are well
treated. In view of these facts the
destruction 'and looting of Gernian
shops in the Borougn of Dempford,
London, was a fit of hysterics.
"The chief of the Russian socialist
party had pointed out officially to
Enill Vanderbelde, the Belgian social
ist leader, that a victory of the Russian government would mean the
strengthening of the
policy in Russia and abroad. The
Russian government would then become the center of the reactionary
worlds . The .policy,, therefore, .of the
Russian proletariat would under no
circumstances be to help the Russian
government.
"The London .Economist; declares
that half a million British workmen
are out of employment in the British
f
cotton industry.
"In the newspaper Popolo Romano,
the Italian general, Bompianl 3 estimates the strength of the German army at 5,000,000 thoroughly Instructed
soldies and 6,000,000 recruits.
"The Montenegrins are much depressed over- the inefficiency of the
French blockade of the Dalmatian
coast. "

-

-
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The Hague, Oct
(via London).
Major General, von Bodenhausen, "mili
tary commander of Antwerp, liaV' i
sued a proclamation. countersigned jby
Burgomaster Devoa of Antwerp, "warn
ing the German troops that ;tbey are
not permitted to commandeer anything whatsoever and that this privi
lege is only allowed to officers In nc
cordanee with the necessities of mili
tary occupation. Anythng the soldiers
Naval Fire Effective
need they must buy, the general's
London, Oct. 24. The amiralty toproclamation Tecltes, and he strictly
forbids them to break into shops, Ant day issued the following announce
werp, he says, was only surrendered ment:
"All of yesterday monitors and oth
on the understanding that the troops
would not misuse their power.
er vessels of the British bombardm-fleet fired on the German right which.
and effec
thy searched thoroughly
tively in concert with the operations
of the Belgian army.
"All German attacks on Nieort were
r pulsed. Much damage was done to
the enemy by naval fire."
"Much damage was done to the
I
enemy by naval fire, and prisoners
taken yesterday and the 'day before
"
j
testify to the heavy losses the enemy
has suffered.
"Fire also was opened in the afternoon on the German batteries near
Ortend. Admiral Hood now has a tat?
24
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ELECTION

PROCLAMATION

Precinct No. 20, San Juan House
of Elias Lucero,
Precinct No. 21, Casa Colorada
Hcuse of Emiterlo Leyba.
Precinct No. 22, Sabiiroso House of
Alejandro Rodarte.
Precinct No. 23, San Jose House
of Guadalupe Segura.
Precinct No. 24, La Liendre House
of Jose L. Ramirez.
Precinct No. 25, Pena Blanca
House of Balerio Ramirez.
Precinct No. 2G, Los Alamos-Sch- ool

The board of county commissioner.- of the county of San Miguel, in
of
pi'reuance of the requirements
Section One, Chapter 105 of the Laws
b 1909 hereby give notice and makes
jmbiic proclamation that a General
Faction will be held in the said County of San Miguel and State of New
Mexico, on Tuesday, the 3rd day of
November, A. D. 1914; that the object
of said election ia the selection by
the people of
One Representative of the State of
House.
New Mexico in the Congress of the
Precinct No. 27, San Pablo House
X nited States.
of Jose Darlo Atenclo.
One member of the State Corporation
Precinct No. 28, Chavez House of
George

Chavez.

Three members of the Siate House of
Precinct No. 29, East Las Vegas-C- ity
Representatives to be elected from
Hall.
said county for the Second State
Precinct No. 30, Canon de Manueli-ta- s
Legislature.
House of Froilan Alires.
One member of the State House of
Precinct No. 31, Puertecito House
Representatives to be elected from of Nestor Griego.
Bald count jointly with the County
Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo House
of Guadalupe,
of Placido Ribera.
end to vote for or against the adopFrecinct No. 33, Los Vlgiles
tion of three amendments to the State School House.
Constitution, which, have been by the
Precinct No. 34, San Isidro House
legislature submitted to the people, of Tomas Gonzales.
each amendment to be voted upon
Precinct No. 35, Las Galllnas
said amendments being res- School House.
pectively,
Precinct No. 36, Penasco Blanco
T.i amend Sec. 2 of Article 10 of the House- of Nazario Quintana.
State Constitution.
Precinct No. 37, El Cerrito House
To amend Article 8 oE the State Con- of
Epltacio Quintana.
stitution.
No. 3S, Los Torres House
Precinct
To amend Sec. 1 of Article 5 of the of Jose Gabriel Montano.
State Constitution,
Precinct No. 39, Tecolotito House
the said proposed amendments hav- of
Siplo Salas.
ing been by the secretary of state
No. 40, Bernal House of
Precinct
caused to be published in full in news Basllio Griego.
repapers throughout the state as
Precinct No. 41, Canon Iargo
quired by the said constitution.
School House.
Notice is further given that the
Precinct No. 42, Romerovllle
names of the candidate for each of Hcuse of Jose Ignaelo Montoya.
adpaid offices and their ,poBtorfice
Precinct No. 43, San Agustin
dresses respectively, are as follows: House of Lorenzo Garcia.
For Representative In Congress
Precinct No. 44, Ojitos Frios
Republican Candidate, Benlgno C. House of Nestor Montano.
Fernandez, Tierra Araarilla, New MexPrecinct No. 45,
Cherryvale
ico.

jDemodratle

Fergusson,

Candidate, Harvey
Albuquerque,

New Mex-

ico.

Progressive Candidate, Francis C.
Wilson, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Socialist Candidate, William P. Met-calAlbuquerque, New Mexico.
For Corporation Commissioner:
Republican Candidate, Hugh H. Williams, Deming, New Mexico,
Democratic Candidate, Adolfo P.
Hill, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Progressive Candidate, John M.

Mc-Tve- r,

Darning, New Mexico.

Socialist Candidate,

De-Ro- y

Welch,

Norton, New Mexico.
For Members of the State Legislature

Republican Candidates, Secundino
icmero, Las Vegas, N. M.; Apolonio
A Sena, Park Springs, New Mexico;
Fred O. Blood, East Las Vegas, New
Mexico.

post-offic- e

n.ciro

School

j

Sanchez Alejandro Rodarte, Jose Ignaelo Lujan, Juan Lorenzo Torres.
Precinct No. 23, San Jose, postoffice,
San Jose Guadalupe Segura, Miguel
A. Duran, Cleofes Segura.
Precinct No. 24, La Liendre,
La Liendre JoSe L. Ramirez,
Lcrenzo Tapia, Ricardo Urioste.
Precinct No. 25, Pena Blanca,
Rociada Benerito Duran, Balerio Ramirez, Canuto Martinez.
Precinct No. 26, Los Alamos, postCruz
Alamos
uaiiegos,
office Los
Jose N. Gallegos, Juan Maria Abey- tia.
Precinct No. 27, San Pablo, postof
Aten-cio- .
fice, Mineral Hill Juan Antonio
Lucas Sanchez, Reyes Aragon.
Precinct No. 28, Chavez, postoffice.
Buxton Simon Garcia y Montoya,
Ceorge Chavez, Bernardo Griego.
Precinct No. 29, E. Las Vegas, post- Vegas Chas. Greenclay,
office, E.
Juan Ortega, Charles Douglas.
Precinct No. 30, Canon de Manuelitas, postoffice, Rociada Frailan Ai
res, Francisco Aragon Jose L. Benapost-offic-

Gal-lego-

riTcinrr No, i:, McKfaley

n

poEtofflce, Leyba Francisco u. urn,
Isabel Leyba, Mariano Saiazar.
Precinct No. 22, Sabinoso, postoffice,

to-wi-t:

-
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Chairman.

A Persistent Question
The question has been asked, "In
what way are Chamberlain's Tablets
superior to pills?" The answer is,
"They are more mild and gentle In
effect and more reliable. Besides
they Improve the appetite, cleanse
and invigorate the stomach, correct
disorders of the liver and leave the
bowels in a natural and healthy condition, while the use of pills, owing
to their drastic effect, is often follow
ed by constipation." For sale by all
dealers. Adv.

""""

CHAPMAN

CAFF

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REQULAR OINNERS
GOODS OBTAIN

ABU

ALWAYS HAND LIB

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. o. o. MOOSE Meets second and
fourth
A. M. Regular com
Thursday evening each
municatlon first and month at W. O. w. hall, vialtlna
third Thursday in brothers cordially Invited. Howard V.
earn month. Visiting Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.

biothers cordially in
OF
KNIGHTS
COLUMBUS, COUf
CIL NO. 804. Meets second an4
curth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer building.
VlBlting members
Reg-fare cordially Invited. Richard Devlna.
SkA KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
ular conclave second Tues-de- G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
In each mcnth at Ma
Dfl. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo-,,.-i.- .
Residence Phone Main 384
cation first Monday In each
:i
1
month at Masonlo Temple
MONUMENT CO
$ at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brinegar,
Albuquerque, N. M.
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre- 215 E. Central
IS Years Practical Experience.
Ski :x
tary,
E. A. JONES
W W. BOWF5RS
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
GEO. H, HUNKER
4. Meet every Monday evening at
Attorn
their hall on Sixth atseet All visiting
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
brethren cordially invite-- l to attend.
J. Frledenstlne, N. O.; A. T. Rogers,
DR. F. I). HUXMANN
V. G.; T. M.
Karl

vited. Guy M. Cary, W.
Petten. Secretary.

RI
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I
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V:

M., H. 8. Van

c

m
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OPTIC'S NUMSE. HASH
RATES

l

Jem

TOR CLASSIFIED
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DVEP

TISEMENTS

JONES-BOWEA-

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All fcdvertisement
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually act
without regard to number af word's.
Cash In advlnca preferred.
Flv

Wanted

Elwood, Secretary;
Wertz, Treasurer; 0. V. Hedgcock,
Cemetery Trustee.

Dentist
Dental work of any description al
moderate prices
Bridge street
Office Phoss
B. P. o. ELK8 Meeti second and Room 1, Center Block.
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
WANTED Reliable woman for gen
fourth Tuesday evening of each
eral housework. 725 Sixth street
month Elks" home on NintU street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
LOCAL TIME CARD
WANTED Boarders and roomers by are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring
month, week or day at 718 Lincoln, er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon
Good home cooking.
Secretary.
East Bound
Arrive
Dean
or KNIGHT4 AND LADIES OF SECUR
WANTED Work as seamstress
7:41
. 7:20 p. m
p. k
Na
t.
805
Seventh
housework. Address
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets m
m
11:61 P,
street
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the No. 4. .11:64 p.
m
1:11 a.
first and third Mondays of each No. I. . t:25 a.
m
1:91 P. &
.
No.
1:15
II.
p.
m.
month at t p.
Visiting Knights and
West
Bound
Ladles always welcome O. L. FreeArrive
Depart
MODERN light housekeeping rooms man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
with sleeping porch, 1030 Fifth Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local No. 1.. . 1:10 p. m..... l:!i p. &
1:41 a.
1:35 a. m
No. I..
street
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
m
4:8t p. ti
4:20
No.
p.
7..
1011
Assistant
Deputy,
Montague
7: SI p. S
.. 1:35 p. m
No.
Sixth street East Las Vegas, R 1L
PIANO for rent, 417 Eighth.

W ANTED

A

barber.

C. A. Montoya,

-

For Rent

Stop Those Early Bronchial Cough
They hang on all winter if not
checked, and pave the way for serious
throat and lung diseases. Get a bot
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com
pound, and take it freely. Stops
coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
SALE Typewriters,
throat, loosens the phlegm and Is FOR RENT OR
idez.
terms. W. E. Banks.
best
any
make;
mildly laxative. Best for children
Precinct No. 31, Puertecito, postof- and
101.
Phone
Vegas
G.
No
O.
grown
opiates.
persons.
fice. Sena Endaleclo Sena, Vicente
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,
Manzanares.
Manuel
Martinez,
rooms for
FOR RENT Furnished
Adv.
Precinct No. 32, EI Pueblo, postof
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln
fice, Ribera Ramon Ulibarri, Matias
avenue.
Would You Believe It?
Ribera, Tomas Ortiz.
People often accept statements with
Precinct No. 33, Los Vlgiles, postof a sort of mental reservation as much FURNISHED ROOMS with or without
fice., Ias Vegas Jose E. Garcia, Jose as to say, "I am not convinced," which
board. 710 Grand avenue.
leads us to remark that there is no
Crespin, Felipe Fresquez.
will so thoroughly satisfy
that
thing
Precinct No. 34, San Isidro, postof- you of the excellence of Chamber
C1TROLAX
fice, San Jose Manuel D. Benavidez, lain's Cough Remedy as a personal
CITROLAX
trial. Mrs. John Fishton, Peru, Ind.,
C I T R O L A X
Apolinar Ruiz, Jose Inez Garcia,
Precinct No. 35, Las Galllnas, post- - who used this remedy in her family
Best
for constipation, sour
thing
for the past ten years, says of It, "I
office, Porvenlr (Juan Blea, Sr., Gua
give Chamberlain s Cough Rem stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bowalways
dalupe Aranda, Elias Naranjo.
edy to my children when sick with els. Stops a sick headache almost at
Precinct No. 36, Penasco Blanco, coughs or colds. I like it better than once. Gives a most thorough and satbecause they take it will
pretoffice, Rociada Nazario Quintana, any other
isfactory flushing no pain, no nauingly and It is free from narcotics. It sea.
Manuel D. Montoya, Faustln Silva.
Keeps your system cleansed,
has never failed to give immediate
Precinct No. 37, El Cerrlto, postof- relief." For sale by all dealers. Adv gweet and wholesome. Ask for
fice, Cerrito Epitacio Quintana, FeO. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
W. T. Huchens, NIclioison, Ga., had Drug Store. Adv.
derico Madril, Jose Inocencio Ulibarri.
Precinct No. 38, Los Torres, postof-fice- a severe attack of rheumatism. His
Caperito Jose Gabriel Montano, feet, ankles and joints were swollen, HARVARD MAY IGNORE BIG OFFER
Pedro M. A, Rael, Pedro Montano.
and moving about was very painful
Boston, Oct. 24. When the Harvard
Precinct No. 39, Tecolotito, postoff- He was certainly In a bad way when
meets on Monday it is excorporation
Fran-cisicice-, Anton Chico Siplo Salas,
he started to take Foley Kidney Pills.
members of the faculty that
by
pected
Sais, Anastacio Rael.
He says, "Just a few (loses made me the
$10,000,000 tentative offer of CapPrecinct No. 40, Bernal, postoffice, feel better, and now my pains and
tain Clarence Wiener of London, con
Gregorio rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
Chapelle Clodio Ortega,
ditioned on the elimination of ProfesO. G. Schaefer and
all night long."
Sandoval, Antonio Marquez.
sor Hugo Munsterberg rrom the HarCanon
Precinct No, 41,
Largo,
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
vard faculty, will be completely ignorSanchez Vivian Baca, Floren-cied, and the resignation of Professor
Had Taken His Weight rn Medicine
Esqulbel, Raymundo Martinez.
which he tendered last
M. D. Faucett of Gillsville, Ga., says Munsterberg,
Precinct No. 42, Romerovllle,
not
will
be accepted. The Munweek,
in
he
had
taken
medicine
his
weight
Las Vegas Jose Ignacio Mon-tcyfor headache and constipation but sterberg incident, which came about
MaC.
J.
Juan
Montoya, Juan
never used anything that did him so through the psychologist's activity in
drid.
much good as Chamberlain's Tablets.
defending the German emperor and his
Precinct No. 43, San AguStin, postof- For Bale by all dealers. Adv.
attitude on the present war, is consid
fice, La Liendre Lorenzo Garcia,
ered a gigantic hoax here. That an
Bronchial
Those
Coughs
Stop
Early
Jesus Ma. Gonzales, Juan Quintana.
American university should drop a
not
When
food
does
digest
your
No.
post44, Ojitos Frios,
Precinct
member of its faculty for a financial
Montano, well and you feel "blue," tired and
cf.'ice, Las Vegas Nestor
bait was a farcical proposition, and as
a
use
should
little
discouraged, you
Bonifacio Lucero, Felix Sanchez.
is not believed to have the
Wiener
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
Precinct No. 45, Cherryvale,
cash to bequeath, the joke was al good
reand
the
system
Cherryvale H. O. Morrison, bowels, purifies
stores a fine feeling of health and en- one. Then the professor complicated
Eugenio Baca, John Mathews.
matters by resigning and this action
Precinct No. 46, Empiazado, post- - ergy. Price 50c. Sold by Central has caused no
little adverse comment
office, Los Alamos Jose M. Aragon, Drug Co. Adv.
Harvard men. The regrettable
among
Agapito Trujlllo, Jose Manuel Trupart of the hoax is the attitude of the
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
jillo.
Harvard professor, who took opportun
There Is such ready action In Foley
Precinct No. 47, Hot Springs, post- of getting himself again into the
their
healing ity
office, Las Vegas Lorenzo Leal, Fe- Kidney Pills, you feel
limelight
dose.
from
Backache,
first
the
very
lipe Lobato, Timoteo Fresquez.
Precinct No. 48, Trementina, post- - weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder
To the Public
office, Trementina Meleslo Sanchez, and Irregular action disappear with
"I used a bottle of Chamberlain's
their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay, Cough Remedy last winter for a sePedro Rolbal, Francisco Barreras.
Precinct No. 49, Agua Zarca, post- - Wis., says :"My wife Is rapidly re vere bronchial cough and can consdue cientiously say that I never took a
office, Las Vegas Martin Marquer. covering her health and strength,
medicine that did me so much good,"
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. Q writes Mrs. G. W. Andrews, Andrews,
Antonio Hidalgo, Alcario Salas.
Store
Cross
Red
and
Schaefer
Drug
Precinct No. 50, Guadalupe, postofInd. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Adv.
fice, Casa Grande Ambrosio Candela-r!a- ,
Domingo Cordova, Manuel NaranWANTED
Clean cotton rags at
You will like their positive action.
jo.
this office.
on
bowthe
effect
Precinct No. 51, San Ignacio,
They have a tonic
Sapello Pablo Fresquez, Cruz els, and give a wholesome, thorough
Ttorbal, Desiderio Solano.
cleaning to the entire bowel tract.
PILLS
Stir the liver to healthy activity and CHICHESTER
Precinct No. 52, L03 Colonias,
A
sweet Constipation,
f
San Jose Cleofes Gallegos, keep stomach
"'I A bymr
lrgi(t
itUuwmii
Itri(?dA
lnlio lift nd Uutd n,rtaiiiAf
Guadalupe Roybal, Epifanio Quintana. headache, dull, tired feeling never afhoxre, sealed witi lilua PIMa.
TnkQ na other, l.uy rtf vmsr V
Precinct No. 53, Encinoso, postoffice, fect those who use Foley Cathartic
S
iJlA.UONtt ISli.VNU I'il.l.H. f. s
Scbac-feO.
Tablets.
G.
25a
Grnzales Julian Saiazar, Julian Lu
Only
Aw IJ years knuwn as lieut,Sf!t,t, AIiv.ivs KdhUSa
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
erro, Ricardo Medina,

Is

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

COLUMN

bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which Is nothing but an
condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circular free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.

LOBBY

fH BEST

TOT
.'II

BROTHERHOOD NO
FRATERNAL
102 Meets every Monday night 1
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue v
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
dially welcome. J. T. Buhler, Presi
dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
C. H. Daily, Treasurer.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second

and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
8 p. m.
G.
J. S. Nelson, Consul;
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Deputy, Visiting members are especially welcome and cordially Invited.

A L

Cit-rola-

-

AH

FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
There are, many times when one
man questions another's actions and
motives. Men act differently under
The quesdifferent circumstances.
tion is, what would you do right now
if you had a severe cold? Could you
do better than to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy? It is highly recommended by people who have used it
for years and know Its value. Mrs.
O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Chamberlain's Cough' Remedy, is worth its
weight In gold and I take pleasure in
recommending it." For sale by all
dealers. Adv

D-V-

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
H. lmJ9 Q OUB OfJ

Foot of Main

post-office- ,

RETAIL PRICES
pounds or More, each dllvery
pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
pounds to 1,080 pounds, each delivery
50 pound
to 200 pounds, each delivery
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous,
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

post-offic-

post-offic-

S

post-offic-

20c per 100 lbs.
25c per 100 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
..40c per 100 lbs.
.50c per 100 lbs.

2,000
1,000
200

post-offic-

r

posljf-

1914.

ORTIZ,

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Inflamed condition of the mucus lining of the Eustachian Tuba When
this tube is inflamed you have a rum-

fice, San Jose Elias Lucero, Lucas
Maes, Luis tliron.
Precinct No. 21, Casa coioraaa,

-

24,

LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.

Precinct

l,

lull.
Precinct. No. 10, Chaperifo,

Attest:

post-olfic-

Joint Member of the State Legislature from the counties of San Miguel
&i'd Guadalupe:
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMIS
SIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF
Republican Candidate, Crescenclano
SAN MIGUEL,
Oallegos, Santa Rosa, New Mexico.
Democratic Candiates, B. R. Rus-ftriBy FIDEL ORTIZ,
Chairman.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico; Attest:
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Domingo E. Baca, Las Vegas, New
Mexico; Clpriano
Lujan, Sanchez,
Recommendation in writing having
N'V'w Mexico.
submitted to the board by the
been,
Joint Member: Democratic CandiCentral Committee of San
Republican
.Tuan
J. Clancey, Puerto de Luna,
date,
New Mexico, and also
Miguel
county,
New Mexico,
Central Commit
Democratic
the
by
Socialist Candidates, O. W. White,
same be
East Las Vegas, New Mexico; Max tee of said county, and the
upoffice
of
filed
in
the
the
clerk,
ing
Valdez, East Las Vegas, New Mexico;
Christian Peterson, East I.a3 Vegas, cu due consideration thereof,
Be it resolved and ordered by the
New Mexico.
Joint Member: Socialist Candidate, Board of County Commissioners, of
.Tno. W. Hansen,
Las Vegas, New the County of San Miguel, State cf
New Mexico, that the following namMexico.
ed persons be, and they are, hereby,
Polling Places
The places where said election Is to appointed Judges of Election in and
lie held In the several precincts
of for the several precincts of said counbeare
paid county of San Miguel
hereby ty, respectively, as set forth here
low, for the general election to be
designated as follows,
Precinct No. 1, San Miguel House held within and for said County cf
San Miguel, and state aforesaid, on
of David TJriosfe.
Precinct No. 2, La Cuesta House of the first Tuesday after the first Mon- in the month of November, the same
I'orfirio Gallegos.
Precinct No. 3, Las Vegas, South
being November 3rd, A. D. 1014, to- wit:
House of Antonio Fulgenzl.
Precinct No. 1, San Miguel, postof- Precinct No. 4, Tecolote Casa de
fice
Ribera David TTrioste, Trinidad
Soeledad.
Garcia, Andres Gonzales.
Precinct No. 5, Las Vegas, North
Precinct No, 2, La Cuesta, posloJ-fice- ,
House of Jose L. Galindre.
Vlllauueva Secundino Padilia,
Precinct No. 6, Las Vegas, Central
Leonardo Lucero, Francisco Flores.
House of ffaunita Ribera.
Precinct No. 3, Las Vegas, South,
frecinct No. 7, San Antonio House
cf Felix Sandobal.
pcstofflce, Las Vegas Juan Mares y
Precinct No. 8, Upper Las Vegas
Ortiz, Nicolas Kavanaugh, "Lucas
School House.
Precinct No. 4, Tecolote, postoffice,
Precinct No. 9, Pecos House of
Ttcolote Pablo Herrera, Desiderio
Pttdro Ribera.
Precinct No. 10, Chaperito House Martinez, Francisco Encinias y Castro!
of Francisco Arellanes.
Precinct No. 11, San Geronimo- Precinct No. 5, Las Vegas, North,
Casa Sociedad Literarla.
postoffice. Las Vegas iTbse P. Mares,
Precinct No. 12, Itowe- House of Pablo Ortiz, Nlcanor Martinez.
Manuel Archuleta.
Precinct No. 6, Las Vegas, Central.
Precinct No. 13, Rociada House of postoffice, Ias Vegas Felipe Baca y
Pedro A. Bustoa.
Garcia, Cleofes Armljo, Cerardo Flo-Precinct No. 14, Sapello House of res.
Francisco Flores.
Precinct No. 7, San Antonio, postofPrecinct No. 15. Las Manuelltaa
fice. Tocos Dionicio Sandoval, BonHouse of Benlgno Sandoval.
ify lo Sandoval, Creseneio Roybal.
Precinct No. 1(5, Union House of
Precinct No, 8, Las Vegas, Vwr,
Hi'adalupe Ortiz.
postoffice Las Vegas Monico Tafoya,
rreclnct No. 17, San Tatriclo
Bcnifcio Baca, Sangull Ruiz.
'
col House.
J
Precinct No. 9, pocos, postoffice,
Precinct No. 18, Misawaka- - School Pecos Pedro Ribera, Jose Barela, Al- ,

SAN MIGUEL,
By FIDEL

o

School House.
Precinct No. 46, Empiazado School
House.
Precinct No. 4, Hot Spring- sSchool House.
Precinct No. 48, Trementina House
of Hilario Gonzales.
Precinct No. 49, Agua Zarca
School House.
Precinct No. 50, Guadalupe House
of Tiburcio Tlliharrl.
Precinct No. 51, San Ignaelo House
of Pablo Fresquez.
Precinct No. 52, Las Colonlas
Hcuse of Nasarlo Valencia.
Precinct No. 53, Enclnosa School
House.
Precinct No. 54, Hillside School
Hcnse.
Done at Las Vegas, San Miguel
County, New Mexico, this 22nd., day
of October, A. D. 1914, by the board
Commissioners of the
of County
County of San Miguel In open session.

B.

E.

post-offic-

No. 19, McKinley, postofFer-mifice, Chaperito Higinio Lucero,
Baca, Isabel Garcia.
Precinct No. 20, San Juan, postof-

OCTOBER

Precinct No. 51, Hillside, postoffice,
Las Vegas II. A. Schmidt, W. F.
Ct'lhoun, John Paulson.
San Miguel
Done at Las Vegas,
County, New Mexico, this 22nd, day of
October, A. D. 1914, by the Board of
County Commissioners of the County
of San Miguel in open session.
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMIS
SIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF

fice, Chaperito Francisco Arellanes,
Felipe Duran, Ramon Lucero.
Precinct No. 11, San Geronimo, post- office, Mineral Hill Francisco Garcia,
Rumaldo Gomez, Santos Gonzales. Precinct No. 12, Rowe, postoffice,
Rowe Manuel Archuleta, Cristobal
Padilla, Cosme Esqulbel.
Piecinct No. 13, Rociada, postoffice,.
Rociada Donaciano Bustos, Jose Ma
estas, Abel Martinez.
Precinct No. 14, Sapello, postoffice,
Sapello Francisco Flores, Francisco
S. Montoya, Serafin Archibeque.
Precinct No. 15, Las Manuelitas,
postoffice, Sapello Benigno Sandoval,
Modesto Padilla, Geraldo Trujlllo.
Precinct No. 16, Union, postoffice,
Leon
Manuel Ortiz, Jose
Cliapelle
Gonzales, Santiago Trujillo.
Precinct No. 17, San Patricio,
Las Vegas Eduaro Lucero,
Martinez, N. S. Belden.
Frecinct No. IS, Mishawaka,
Mishawaka C. D. Black, David
Newcomer, John Hartman.

House.

Commission.

DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY,

FIND WHAT YOU WANT

WADS
a

AND

SELL WHAT YOU DONT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth mosL

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads In this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless it were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads In this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instru-

ments.

WANT ADS are

FIED.

inexpensiveget results and

Try them.

EVERYBODY'S

SATIS-

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

24, 3914.
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and

get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve flonths:

mm
THE

WOMEN'S

MAGAZINE

HOI COMPAII

n

THE

NATIONAL

SPORTSMA

I
I

By placing your subscription at once, you can begin with the
January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being
bothered by any possible delay
CALL AT TIE OFFICE HI LEAVE Mil SUBSCRIPTION

I

i

BY MAIL

BY CARRIER

The Daily Optic for one year
The Dally Optic and one
riagazine for one year

$7.00
$7-5- 0

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
riagazine for one year

$6.oo
!

$6.50

Coo
PuMlsraiiM
Optic
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LAS VEGAS DAILY

Automobile stage line to Mora triweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
in., arriving Mora 9:45 a, to. Leave
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
m. Faro for round trip, $5; one way,
$3. Round trip tickets good for one
week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.

Bridge

We will

E AC H O A Y

Fred Keller of the Las Vegas Steam
laundry force, is at home suffering
... .
from a severe cold.

3

WITH

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
ypu, At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

the
NEW ELECTRIC TI1ERMAX

Percola.tor, the regular price of which is

A marriage license was Issued yes
terday by the county clerk to Anselmo
Gonzales, aged 21, and Eloisa Gutier
rez, aged 18 years, both of Shoemaker.

but during COFFEE WEEK we will sell
to the purchaser of 1 lbof sny brand cotfee

On Tuesday evening there- - will be
a class to take the initiation route at
the Elks. If all the candidates are
able to be out there will be a large
class, and a full attendance is desired.

- - $7.BD - -

eiLtthe

$4.98"

specia.1 price of

'

Haw No, 1
California Soft Shell Walnut

--

NECESSITIES AT RIGHT PRICES

A FEW

40c
Extra fine Broom
25c
Toilet Paper, six rolls
10c
Stove Pipe, each
-.10c
Elbows Malleable Stove Lifters, each
10c
Wooden Mixing Spoons, each
5c
10c
Paring Knives, good quality, each
y
Can Opener, each
.
5c
10c
Lamp Chimneys, each
5c
Pipe Collars, two for
These are Just a, few of the many values to be found in this store.
Remember our regular prices will always compare favorably with any
"Special" or "Sale" prices.
-.-

.

Cut-Eas-

Page Furniture

Phone Vegas 114
UP-TO-DA-

Sixth St

UNDERTAKERS

4f t

$

Undertaking Co.
511

TE

FINEST EQUIPMENT

4

f&

4

S

IN NEW MEXICO.

f t

4

f 14

J

MODERATE

4 f4

J

tf

PRICES

4kili4fi

J

Yho CJcz'crn VJcmnn
knows there Is no economy In
Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows the best
Is the cheapest. That Is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack today.

Ask your grocer

for

Pure

Quill Flour.

T5he

Las Vegas Roller Mills

ill fie Dome

Of The

Adv.

Raspberries, Loganberrlzs. Currents, Redsens. Lemon Peel,
Eva-porate-

-

Orevnge Peel and Citron

CO.

Sj.

other-busine- ss

II,

C.

DE BACA.

:'" Secretary.

BANK OF LAS

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

II, YORK

-

vative Bank.

ESTABLISHED 1876
S. Federal Reserve Bank

Member

PRECIPITATION AT SOME POINTS,
NOTABLY RATON, TAKES
FORM OF SNOW

!-

ELLEDGE

For Over

The name of J. O. Elledge has been
taken from the proclamation of elec
tion as a democratic candidate for the
state legislature. E. R. Russell has
been found willing to accept the honor
of having' his name printed on the bal
lots in place of Mr. Elledge.
There is said to be a clearly defined
objection on the part of the railroads
ot the country at large to having any
of their employes participate in a po
litical fight, and it is understood that
the Santa Fe in particular has made
it a positive rule that none of its men
shall become a candidate for any political office whatever. Mr. Elledge is
to be congratulated upon having been
able to read the handwriting on the
wall, even though the railroad has not
demanded his withdrawal.

The storm which broke over Las
Vegas Wednesday morning as a com

ST. PAUL'S

Forty
Years
and into the third generation, ".Thorough and
has been one of our mottos.
Complete"
In the present days of
in
"make-believe'-

connection with the undertaking business,
we are holding even more closely to that
'
good motto.'
"

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON.
UNDERTAKERS
f
Phone flain 258
625 Douglas Ave.

NOTES

"Ki-Yl,-

d

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need-e- d

"

Non-Ski-

ALL WCEK DONE

MAIN

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
lr

JL

TOO BAD!
of our last shipment.

Lrudwig Wm. Ilfeld

Everything

In

Hardware and Furniture.

Next to Bridge.

WE CAN

PLEASh

EARLY

,,

Las Ves'as

your

tiinfJt
J?

this time.

I
!

CIIAS. ILFELD CO.
Agents for TLo ForJ

.iil

YCIJ
Sill

w

You

We have ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be
shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine

Garments.

379

AT OUR SEOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PEEFECTKESS

your old

WINDOW GLASS

n

for the auto.

Clean
or Dye

We are making two freight shipments a week of stove castings. We
are prepared to furnish repairs for any stove, furnace, hot water or
steam boiler made. Prompt service.
We furnish all sizes of window glass, price and service guaranteed.

ST03E

elect officers and directors for the ensuing year, and for such
as may properly come before said
meotings.
Respectfully yours,

FIRST

Every member of St. Paul's choir
paratively local demonstration, has is
urged to be present at rehearsal in
gradually widened its radius, and is church
tonight at 7:15 o'clock.
new general throughout southern Colo"
The case of Foon Fong, or
rado and extending southerly from
On Sunday, November 1, All Saints
as he is better known here, the Chi- Las
Vegas as .far as Albuquerque. day, will be
nese laundryman who ' Is under in
observed, the reading of
the temperature has dropped
the Diptychs, or Calendar of the Dead.
dictment by the federal grand jury Steadily
until it is
colder
here All who have friends
degrees
who have enter
for smuggling fellow Celestials Into
than on Tuesday.
ed Paradise during the year ended
this country from Mexico, has been today
At 1:30 o'clock today the thermo
October 31 and wish their names add
set for hearing November 2. When. meter
registered 37 degrees. The day's ed to the list of "Saints in bliss" will
the case came up before United
progress has been marked by a steady
please send in those names to the rec
States Commissioner Leo Tipton last
downpour, which for a time this tor
"Kt-Ylsummer
was bound over unduring the coming week., Every
morning turned into snow. Toward confirmed person is
der bonds to the United States grand noon
earnestly urged to
was
a slight moderation,
there
to be present at the Holy Sac
arrange
jury.
and the snow ceased. The hills west
rifice on All Saints day.
of the city showed a white mantle
Miss Aurelia Duran,
old
through the little rifts in the clouds,
The Ladies' Guild will meet at 2:30
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. Duran of and it seems more than
probable that
210 Commerce street, died yesterday
as evening approaches the rain drops O'clock on Tuesday with Mrs. William
afternoon after an illness covering
will turn again into snow flakes here Laughlin, 716 National avenue.
several months. This is the third
Northbound traffio is not inter
grown daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Duran fered with
seriously as yet, but the
to die within a year and a half. The
trains from the north are all delayed. SIR. ANDERSON TO GIVE
funeral services were held this afterNo. 1 did not arrive here until after
noon from the Church of the Imma2 o'clock, and the prospects are that
IIIS FAREWELL SERSION
culate Conception. Interment was In
the evening trains will be even more
St. Anthony's cemetery under the dioff schedule. Freight
trains that
rection Of J. C. Johnsen and Son.
passed through the city early this PASTOR OF FIRST METHODIST
CHURCH WILL BID CONGREA sleet storm at Watrous and gen- morning bore a coating of snow on the
GATION GOOD BYE
roofs of the cars, in instances four
erally bad weather north of Las Veau
to the
inches
evidence
deep,
bearing
caused some embarrassment to teleThe newly appointed pastor of the
of the storm up the state.
graph service todayi The Optic's As- severity
Th report has been received of heavy Methodist vchurch the Rev. R. A.
sociated Press report, which usually
D. D.,' wiil "occupy the
pulpit
comes through the Denver office of snowfall in Raton.
for the first time tomorrow evening,
the
of
wires
the
the
During
morning
the A. P., came around by way of San
when he will preach from the theme
Francisco and El Paso. This circuit Associated Press between here and "The
Kingdom that Delayetii Its Comwere
out
of
commission
from
Springer
is used frequently when the northern
The former pastor will preach
ing."
the
news
was
service
and
the
sleet,
circuit is out of commission. Because
his
farewell
sermon at the morning
Franin
for
time
a
via
San
of the long distance covered the San brought
cisco. The trouble was of short dura service. In addition to the regular
Francisco line is not as satisfactory
music there will be a duet by Miss
as the Denver circuit Today's news tion, however. No reports have been
to'
received
of
serious
stock, Iva Markham and Le Roy Brown in
damage
was received with more difficulty bebut
to the morning, and In the evening a
have
been
there
deaths
many
cause of wet weather for a considerquartet selection by Miss Iva Mark-habecottle
In
is
and
the
it
sheep
hills,
able distance south.
Mrs. Mabel E. Hall, Mr,, Leon
.
lieved.
.
,
Mr. Le Roy Brown.
and
Guy
as
reportYesterday's temperature,
HARVEY'S 18 OPEN
ed by the volunteer observation staSubscribe for The Optic.
Carriage out Saturday morning. tion at the Normal University, was:
Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.
Maximum, 60; minimum, 33.

PHQrtE

IE GRAAF & I1AYVARD

MEETING
STOCKHOLDERS
You are hereby notifiea that the annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Romero Mining Company will be
held at the office of Wm. G. Haydon,
In East Las Vegas, N. M., November
2nd, 1914., Said meeting is called to

Service based on (he facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

Best Of Everytiog Eatable

Just deceived
New

Funeral services for the late JameS
R. Broadhead.were held this morning
from the parlors of J. C. Johnsen and
Son, Rev. Ei C. Anerson officiating.
F. C. Broadhead, a brother of tlio dead
man, arrived yesterday from Portales
to attend
the services. Interment
was in the Odd Fellows cemetery.

BRIDGE STREET OCCU- ENTHUSIASTIC
REPUBLICANS
BY

"One Wonderful Night." You know
what it is but we will tell you anyway.
It features Francis X. Bushman in the
Serial story that ran in the Ladies'
World.
The people of the country
elected Bushman to play the lead and
of course they wfll all want to see the
picture. The picture is in four parts
and will be shown at the Mutual Theater Sunday matinee and night only.

The Young Men's jtepublicnn club,
NICE SWEET POTATOES
Old Tayjor Whisitey and Sherwood
which has been organizing for ihepast
5c per lb, 6 lbs. for 25c
week, will hold, its initial meeting Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Monday evening in the hall on the
WINTER APPLES
second floor of the building next to
For winter use. $1.25 per box.
the postoffice on Bridge street, West
NEW YORK CONCORD
side.
A
GRAPES
The meeting is called for the purThe last of the season,
pose of electing permanent officers
and planning a line of campaign for
GREEN TOMATOES
the days that still remain before elecQUINCES
tion; It Is the purpose or the cIud to
STRAWBERRIES
be the mlotive force of a whirlwind
finish in the fight for the success of
NATIONAL
the republican party In San Miguel
county. There will be several talks
and plenty of music and refreshments,
and every young man in the community, of whatever political leanings, is
'
invited to attend.
.
p
Grocer and Baker
The hall has been rented as head1
quarters for the club and has been
decorated with flags and bunting and
will be a place of unusual activity durThe Y. M. C. A. will Veep open
ing next week),
house this evening as announced
earlier In the week, despite the bad
weather. The games will all be free, E. R. RUSSELL VILL RUN
U.
there will be a basketball game between teams from the Y. and the
FOR THE LEGISLATURE
High school, and the doritories will
Kffl--be open for Inspection, Everyone interested in the work of the associaMEMBER OF THE CITY COUNCIL
tion is cordially invited.
TAKES THE PLACE OF J. E.

OVER LARGER AREA

r ii e: cash ghocek

ON

PED

Despite the inclemency of the
weather and the bad condition of the
roads H. A. Harvey made his weekly
trip into Ias Vegas from his ranch resort in the upper Gallinas canyon yes
A Kajisas City paper under' recent,
terday.
."')'
date contains a notice of the purchase
EES
of a ?15,000 home in that city by Tom
"One Wonderful Night," four-ree- l
Bowles. Mr. Bowles is well known to
Essenay, also Mutua! Weekly No. 88 many Las Vegas people,
having been
showing scenes of the great conflict for a number of years in the grocery
in Europe, at, the Mutual Theater Sun- business in
this city, the firm name
day matinee and night. Adiuias'on 10 being (Jraaf & Bowles. He left Las
and 15 cents. Adv.
Vegas In 1899, going to Kansas City,
where he became a member of a large
The convalescing patients at the commission
house.
Santa Fe hospital have trapped four
coyotes In. the hills around the institution, and have them all chained to HAIN STORM EXTENDS
trees In the grounds, The approach
to the building resembles a small

Stearns' STORE

I

LOCAL NEWS

Cutler Brothers, Insurance. " Northwest corner of Plaza. Adv.

demonstrate
some brand of coffee
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YOUNG MEN'S CLUB

TONIGHT

"A Dog's Love"

is Coffee

OCTOBER

MUTUAL THEATER

Daingerfield, Tex., Oct. 24 Night
riders today posted notices on the
doors o merchants here who have
been known to buy cotton for less
than 10 cents per pound,., The notices
gave warning that the stores would
be burned if any more cotton la purchased under 10 cents.
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